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This Colloquium examines the eld of the EPR Gedankenexperiment, from the original paper of
Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen, through to modern theoretial proposals of how to realize both
the ontinuous-variable and disrete versions of the EPR paradox. We analyze the relationship
with entanglement and Bell's theorem, and summarize the progress to date towards experimental
onrmation of the EPR paradox, with a detailed treatment of the ontinuous-variable paradox
in laser-based experiments. Pratial tehniques overed inlude ontinuous-wave parametri am-
plier and optial bre quantum soliton experiments. We disuss urrent proposals for extending
EPR experiments to massive-partile systems, inluding spin-squeezing, atomi position entangle-
ment, and quadrature entanglement in ultra-old atoms. Finally, we examine appliations of this
tehnology to quantum key distribution, quantum teleportation and entanglement-swapping.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In 1935, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) origi-
nated the famous EPR paradox (Einstein et al. (1935)).
This argument onerns two spatially separated partiles
whih have both perfetly orrelated positions and mo-
menta, as is predited possible by quantum mehanis.
The EPR paper spurred investigations into the nonloal-
ity of quantum mehanis, leading to a diret hallenge
of the philosophies taken for granted by most physiists.
Furthermore, the EPR paradox brought into sharp fous
the onept of entanglement, now onsidered to be the
underpinning of quantum tehnology.
Despite its huge signiane, relatively little has been
done to diretly realize the original EPR Gedankenex-
periment. Most published disussion has entred around
the testing of theorems by Bell (1964), whose work was
derived from that of EPR, but proposed more stringent
tests dealing with a dierent set of measurements. The
purpose of this Colloquium is to give a dierent perspe-
tive. We go bak to EPR's original paper, and analyze
the urrent theoretial and experimental status, and im-
pliations, of the EPR paradox itself: as an independent
body of work.
A paradox is: a seemingly absurd or self-ontraditory
statement or proposition that may in fat be true
1
. The
EPR onlusion was based on the assumption of loal
realism, and thus the EPR argument pinpoints a on-
tradition between loal realism and the ompleteness of
quantum mehanis. This was therefore termed a para-
dox by Shrödinger (1935b), Bohm (1951), Bell (1964)
1
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and Bohm and Aharonov (1957). EPR took the prevail-
ing view of their era that loal realism must be valid.
They argued from this premise that quantum mehan-
is must be inomplete. With the insight later provided
by Bell (1964), the EPR argument is best viewed as the
rst demonstration of problems arising from the premise
of loal realism.
The intention of EPR was to motivate the searh for a
theory better than quantum mehanis. However, EPR
never questioned the orretness of quantum mehanis,
only its ompleteness. They showed that if a set of as-
sumptions, whih we now all loal realism, is upheld,
then quantum mehanis must be inomplete. Owing to
the subsequent work of Bell, we now know what EPR
didn't know: loal realism, the realisti philosophy of
most working sientists (Clauser and Shimony (1978)),
is itself in question. Thus, an experimental realization
of the EPR proposal provides a way to demonstrate a
type of entanglement inextriably onneted with quan-
tum nonloality.
In the sense that the loal realisti theory envisaged
by them annot exist, EPR were wrong. What EPR
did reveal in their paper, however, was an inonsisteny
between loal realism and the ompleteness of quantum
mehanis. Hene, we must abandon at least one of these
premises. This was lever, insightful and orret. The
EPR paper therefore provides a way to distinguish quan-
tum mehanis as a omplete theory from lassial reality,
in a quantitative sense.
The onlusions of the EPR argument an only be
drawn if ertain orrelations between the positions and
momenta of the partiles an be onrmed experimen-
tally. The work of EPR, like that of Bell, requires exper-
imental demonstration, sine it ould be supposed that
the quantum states in question are not physially aes-
3sible, or that quantum mehanis itself is wrong. It is not
feasible to prepare the perfet orrelations of the original
EPR proposal. Instead, we show that the violation of
an inferred Heisenberg Unertainty Priniple  an EPR
inequality  is eminently pratial. These EPR inequal-
ities provide a way to test the inompatibility of loal
realism, as generalized to a non-deterministi situation,
with the ompleteness of quantum mehanis. Violating
an EPR inequality is a demonstration of the EPR para-
dox.
In a nutshell, we will onlude that EPR experiments
provide an important omplement to those of Bell. While
the onlusions of Bell's theorem are stronger, the EPR
approah is appliable to a greater variety of physial sys-
tems. Most Bell tests have been onned to single photon
ounting measurements with disrete outomes, whereas
reent EPR experiments have involved ontinuous vari-
able outomes and high detetion eienies. This leads
to possibilities for tests of quantum nonloality in new
regimes involving massive partiles and marosopi sys-
tems. Signiantly, new appliations in the eld of quan-
tum information are feasible.
In this Colloquium, we outline the theory of EPR's
seminal paper, and also provide an overview of more
reent theoretial and experimental ahievements. We
disuss the development of the EPR inequalities, and
how they an be applied to quantify the EPR para-
dox for both spin and amplitude measurements. A
limiting fator for the early spin EPR experiments of
Wu and Shaknov (1950), Freedman and Clauser (1972),
Aspet et al. (1981) and others was the low detetion ef-
ienies, whih meant probabilities were surmised using
a postseleted ensemble of ounts. In ontrast, the more
reent EPR experiments report an amplitude orrelation
measured over the whole ensemble, to produe unondi-
tionally, on demand, states that give the entanglement
of the EPR paradox; although ausal separation was not
yet ahieved. We explain in some detail the methodology
and development of these experiments, rst performed by
Ou et al. (1992).
An experimental realization of the EPR proposal will
always imply entanglement, and we analyze the relation-
ship between entanglement, the EPR paradox and Bell's
theorem. In looking to the future, we review reent
experiments and proposals involving massive partiles,
ranging from room-temperature spin-squeezing experi-
ments to proposals for the EPR-entanglement of quadra-
tures of ultra-old Bose-Einstein ondensates. A number
of possible appliations of these novel EPR experiments
have already been proposed, for example in the areas of
quantum ryptography and quantum teleportation. Fi-
nally, we disuss these, with emphasis on those applia-
tions that use the form of entanglement losely assoiated
with the EPR paradox.
II. THE CONTINUOUS VARIABLE EPR PARADOX
Einstein et al. (1935) foused attention on the myster-
ies of the quantum entangled state by onsidering the
ase of two spatially separated quantum partiles that
have both maximally orrelated momenta and maximally
anti-orrelated positions. In their paper entitled Can
Quantum-Mehanial Desription of Physial Reality Be
Considered Complete?, they pointed out an apparent
inonsisteny between suh states and the premise of lo-
al realism, arguing that this inonsisteny ould only
be resolved through a ompletion of quantum mehanis.
Presumably EPR had in mind to supplement quantum
theory with a hidden variable theory, onsistent with the
elements of reality dened in their paper.
After Bohm (1952) demonstrated that a (non-loal)
hidden-variable theory was feasible, subsequent work by
Bell (1964) proved the impossibility of ompleting quan-
tum mehanis with loal hidden variable theories. This
resolves the paradox by pointing to a failure of loal re-
alism itself  at least at the mirosopi level. The EPR
argument nevertheless remains signiant.
It reveals the neessity of either rejeting lo-
al realism or ompleting quantum mehanis (or
both).
A. The 1935 argument: EPR's elements of reality
The EPR argument is based on the premises that are
now generally referred to as loal realism (quotes are from
the original paper):
• If, without disturbing a system, we an predit
with ertainty the value of a physial quantity,
then there exists an element of physial reality or-
responding to this physial quantity. The element
of reality represents the predetermined value for
the physial quantity.
• The loality assumption postulates no ation-at-a-
distane, so that measurements at a loationB an-
not immediately disturb the system at a spatially
separated loation A .
EPR treated the ase of a non-fatorizable pure state |ψ〉
whih desribes the results for measurements performed
on two spatially separated systems at A and B (Fig. 1).
Non-fatorizable means entangled, that is, we annot
express |ψ〉 as a simple produt |ψ〉 = |ψ〉A|ψ〉B, where
|ψ〉A and |ψ〉B are quantum states for the results of mea-
surements at A and B, respetively.
In the rst part of their paper, EPR point out in a
general way the puzzling aspets of suh entangled states.
The key issue is that one an expand |ψ〉 in terms of more
than one basis, that orrespond to dierent experimental
settings, whih we parametrize by φ. Consider the state
|ψ〉 =
∫
dx |ψx〉φ,A |ux〉φ,B . (1)
4Figure 1 (Color online) The original EPR gedanken-
experiment. Two partiles move from a soure S into spa-
tially separated regions A and B, and yet ontinue to have
maximally orrelated positions and anti-orrelated momenta.
This means one may make an instant predition, with 100%
auray, of either the position or momentum of partile A, by
performing a measurement at B. EPR onluded the results
of both measurements at A pre-exist, in the form of elements
of reality, and outlined the premises, loal realism, rigorously
assoiated with this reasoning.
Here the eigenvalue x ould be ontinuous or disrete.
The parameter setting φ at the detetor B is used to de-
ne a partiular orthogonal measurement basis |ux〉φ,B.
On measurement at B, this projets out a wave-funtion
|ψx〉φ,A at A, the proess alled redution of the wave
paket. The puzzling issue is that dierent hoies of
measurements φ at B will ause redution of the wave
paket at A in more than one possible way. EPR state
that, as a onsequene of two dierent measurements
at B, the seond system may be left in states with two
dierent wavefuntions. Yet, no real hange an take
plae in the seond system in onsequene of anything
that may be done to the rst system.
Despite the apparently aausal nature of state ol-
lapse (Herbert (1982)), the linearity or `noloning' prop-
erty of quantum mehanis rules out superluminal om-
muniation (Dieks (1982); Wootters and Zurek (1982)).
This learly supports EPR's original insight. Shrödinger
(1935b, 1936) studied this ase as well, referring to this
apparent inuene byB on the remote systemA as steer-
ing.
The problem was rystallized by EPR with a spei
example, shown in Fig. 1. EPR onsidered two spatially
separated subsystems, at A and B, eah with two observ-
ables xˆ and pˆ where xˆ and pˆ are non-ommuting quantum
operators, with ommutator [xˆ, pˆ] = xˆpˆ − pˆxˆ = 2C 6= 0.
The results of the measurements xˆ and pˆ are denoted x
and p respetively, and this onvention we follow through-
out the paper. We note that EPR assumed a ontinuous
variable spetrum, but this is not ruial to the onepts
they raised. In our treatment we will sale the observ-
ables so that C = i, for simpliity, whih gives rise to the
Heisenberg unertainty relation
∆x∆p ≥ 1 . (2)
where ∆x and ∆p are the standard deviations in the
results x and p, respetively.
EPR onsidered the quantum wavefuntion ψ dened
in a position representation
ψ
(
x, xB
)
=
∫
e(ip/~)(x−x
B−x0)dp , (3)
where x0 is a onstant implying spae-like separation.
Here the pairs x and p refer to the results for position
and momentum measurements at A, while xB and pB
denote the position and momentum measurements at B.
We leave o the supersript for system A, to emphasize
the inherent asymmetry that exists in the EPR argument,
where one system A is steered by the other, B.
Aording to quantum mehanis, one an predit
with ertainty that a measurement xˆ will give result
xB + x0, if a measurement xˆB , with result x
B
, was al-
ready performed at B. One may also predit with er-
tainty the result of measurement pˆ, for a dierent hoie
of measurement at B. If the momentum at B is measured
to be p, then the result for pˆ is −p. These preditions are
made without disturbing the seond system at A, based
on the assumption, impliit in the original EPR paper, of
loality. The loality assumption an be strengthened
if the measurement events at A and B are ausally sep-
arated (suh that no signal an travel from one event to
the other, unless faster than the speed of light).
The remainder of the EPR argument may be summa-
rized as follows (Clauser and Shimony (1978)). Assum-
ing loal realism, one dedues that both the measurement
outomes, for x and p at A, are predetermined. The per-
fet orrelation of x with xB + x0 implies the existene
of an element of reality for the measurement xˆ. Simi-
larly, the orrelation of p with −pB implies an element
of reality for pˆ. Although not mentioned by EPR, it will
prove useful to mathematially represent the elements of
reality for xˆ and pˆ by the respetive variables µAx and
µAp , whose possible values are the predited results of
the measurement (Mermin (1990)).
To ontinue the argument, loal realism implies the
existene of two elements of reality, µAx and µ
A
p , that
simultaneously predetermine, with absolute deniteness,
the results for measurement x or p at A. These ele-
ments of reality for the loalized subsystem A are not
themselves onsistent with quantum mehanis. Simulta-
neous determinay for both the position and momentum
is not possible for any quantum state. Hene, assum-
ing the validity of loal realism, one onludes quantum
mehanis to be inomplete. Bohr's early reply (Bohr
(1935)) to EPR was essentially an intuitive defense of
quantum mehanis and a questioning of the relevane of
loal realism.
B. Shrödinger's response: entanglement and separability
It was soon realized that the paradox was intimately
related to the struture of the wavefuntion in quan-
tum mehanis, and the opposite ideas of entanglement
and separability. Shrödinger (1935) pointed out that
the EPR two-partile wavefuntion in Eq. (3) was
vershränkten - whih he later translated as entangled
(Shrödinger (1935b)) - i.e., not of the separable form
ψAψB. Both he and Furry (1936) onsidered as a pos-
sible resolution of the paradox that this entanglement
5degrades as the partiles separate spatially, so that EPR
orrelations would not be physially realizable. Exper-
iments onsidered in this Colloquium show this resolu-
tion to be untenable mirosopially, but the proposal
led to later theories whih only modify quantum mehan-
is marosopially (Ghirardi et al. (1986); Bell (1988);
Bassi and Ghirardi (2003)).
Quantum inseparability (entanglement) for a general
mixed quantum state is dened as the failure of
ρ̂ =
∫
dλP (λ) ρ̂Aλ ⊗ ρ̂Bλ , (4)
where
∫
dλP (λ) = 1 and ρ̂ is the density operator2. Here
λ is a disrete or ontinuous label for omponent states,
and ρ̂A,Bλ orrespond to density operators that are re-
strited to the Hilbert spaes A,B respetively.
The denition of inseparability extends beyond that of
the EPR situation, in that one onsiders a whole spe-
trum of measurement hoies, parametrized by θ for those
performed on system A, and by φ for those performed on
B. We introdue the new notation xˆAθ and xˆ
B
φ to desribe
all measurements at A and B. Denoting the eigenstates
of xˆAθ by |xAθ 〉, we dene PQ
(
xAθ |θ, λ
)
= 〈xAθ |ρ̂Aλ |xAθ 〉
and PQ
(
xBφ |φ, λ
)
= 〈xBφ |ρ̂Bλ |xBφ 〉, whih are the loal-
ized probabilities for observing results xAθ and x
B
φ respe-
tively. The separability ondition (4) then implies that
joint probabilities P (xAθ , x
B
φ ) are given as:
P
(
xAθ , x
B
φ
)
=
∫
dλP (λ)PQ
(
xAθ |λ
)
PQ
(
xBφ |λ
)
. (5)
We note the restrition, that for example
∆2(xA|λ)∆2(pA|λ) ≥ 1 where ∆2(xA|λ) and ∆2(pA|λ)
are the varianes of PQ
(
xAθ |θ, λ
)
for the hoies θ or-
responding to position x and momentum p, respetively.
The original EPR state of Eq. (3) is not separable.
The most preise signatures of entanglement rely on
entropi or more general information-theoreti measures.
This an be seen in its simplest form when ρ̂ is a pure
state, so that Trρ̂2 = 1. Under these onditions, it
follows that ρ̂ is entangled if and only if the von Neu-
mann entropy measure of either redued density matrix
ρ̂A = TrBρ̂ or ρ̂
B = TrAρ̂ is positive. Here the entropy
is dened as:
S[ρ̂] = −Trρ̂ ln ρ̂ (6)
2
In this text, we use entanglement in the simplest sense, to mean
a state for a omposite system whih is nonseparable, so that (4)
fails. The issues of the EPR paradox that make entanglement
interesting in fat demand that the systems A and B an be spa-
tially separated, and these are the types of systems we address in
this paper. However, a loser study would also onsider restri-
tions on A and B, for use of the term. This distintion, between
a quantum orrelation and entanglement, is disussed by Shore
(2008).
Figure 2 (Color online) The Bohm gedanken EPR experi-
ment. Two spin-
1
2
partiles prepared in a singlet state move
from the soure into spatially separated regions A and B, and
give anti-orrelated outomes for JAθ and J
B
θ , where θ is x, y
or z.
When ρ̂ is a mixed state, one must turn to variational
measures like the entanglement of formation to obtain
neessary and suient measures (Bennett et al. (1996)).
The entanglement of formation leads to the popular on-
urrene measure for two qubits (Wootters (1998)). A
neessary but not suient measure for entanglement is
the partial transpose riterion of Peres (1996).
III. DISCRETE SPIN VARIABLES AND BELL'S THEOREM
A. The EPR-Bohm paradox: early EPR experiments
As the ontinuous-variable EPR proposal was not ex-
perimentally realizable at the time, muh of the early
work relied on an adaptation of the EPR paradox to spin
measurements by Bohm (1951), as depited in Fig. (2).
This orresponds to the general form given in Eq. (1).
Speially, Bohm onsidered two spatially-separated
spin-1/2 partiles at A and B produed in an entangled
singlet state (often referred to as the EPR-Bohm state
or the Bell-state):
|ψ〉 = 1√
2
(∣∣∣∣12
〉
A
∣∣∣∣−12
〉
B
−
∣∣∣∣−12
〉
A
∣∣∣∣12
〉
B
)
(7)
Here |± 12 〉A are eigenstates of the spin operator ĴAz , and
we use ĴAz , Ĵ
A
x , Ĵ
A
y to dene the spin-omponents mea-
sured at loation A. The spin-eigenstates and measure-
ments at B are dened similarly. By onsidering dierent
quantization axes, one obtains dierent but equivalent
expansions of |ψ〉 in Eq. (1), just as EPR suggested.
Bohm's reasoning is based on the existene, for Eq. (7),
of a maximum anti-orrelation between not only ĴAz and
ĴBz , but Ĵ
A
y and Ĵ
B
y , and also Ĵ
A
x and Ĵ
B
x . An assump-
tion of loal realism would lead to the onlusion that
the three spin omponents of partile A were simultane-
ously predetermined, with absolute deniteness. Sine no
suh quantum desription exists, this is the situation of
an EPR paradox. A simple explanation of the disrete-
variable EPR paradox has been presented by Mermin
(1990) in relation to the three-partile Greenberger-
Horne-Zeilinger orrelation (Greenberger et al. (1989)).
An early attempt to realize EPR-Bohm orrelations
for disrete (spin) variables ame from Bleuler and Bradt
6(1948), who examined the gamma-radiation emitted from
positron annihilation. These are spin-one partiles whih
form an entangled singlet. Here, orrelations were mea-
sured between the polarizations of emitted photons, but
with very ineient Compton-sattering polarizers and
detetors, and no ontrol of ausal separation. Several
further experiments were performed along similar lines
(Wu and Shaknov (1950)), as well as with orrelated pro-
tons (Lamehi-Rahti and Mittig (1976)). While these
are sometimes regarded as demonstrating the EPR para-
dox (Bohm and Aharonov (1957)), the fat that they in-
volved extremely ineient detetors, with postseletion
of oinidene ounts, makes this interpretation debat-
able.
B. Bell's theorem
The EPR paper onludes by referring to theories that
might omplete quantum mehanis: ..we have left open
the question of whether or not suh a desription ex-
ists. We believe, however, that suh a theory is possible.
The seminal works of Bell (1964, 1988) and Clauser et al.
(1969) (CHSH) laried this issue, to show that this spe-
ulation was wrong. Bell showed that the preditions of
loal hidden variable theories (LHV) dier from those of
quantum mehanis, for the Bell state, Eq. (7).
Bell-CHSH onsidered theories for two spatially-
separated subsystems A and B. As with separable states,
Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), it is assumed there exist parameters
λ that are shared between the subsystems and whih de-
note loalized  though not neessarily quantum  states
for eah. Measurements an be performed on A and B,
and the measurement hoie is parametrized by θ and
φ, respetively. Thus for example, θ may be hosen
to be either position and momentum, as in the origi-
nal EPR gedanken experiment, or an analyzer angle as
in the Bohm-EPR gedanken experiment. We denote the
result of the measurement labelled θ at A as xAθ , and
use similar notation for outomes at B. The assumption
of Bell's loality is that the probability P
(
xAθ |λ
)
for xAθ
depends on λ and θ, but is independent of φ; and simi-
larly for P
(
xBφ |λ
)
. The loal hidden variable assump-
tion of Bell and CHSH then implies the joint probability
P (xAθ , x
B
φ ) to be
P
(
xAθ , x
B
φ
)
=
∫
λ
dλP (λ)P
(
xAθ |λ
)
P
(
xBφ |λ
)
, (8)
where P (λ) is the distribution for the λ. This assump-
tion, whih we all Bell-CHSH loal realism, diers
from Eq. (5) for separability, in that the probabilities
P (xAθ |λ) and P (xBφ |λ) do not arise from loalised quan-
tum states. From the assumption Eq. (8) of LHV, Bell
and CHSH derived onstraints, famously referred to as
Bell's inequalities. They showed that quantum mehan-
is predits a violation for eient measurements made
on Bohm's entangled state, Eq. (7).
Bell's work provided a resolution of the EPR paradox,
in the sense that a measured violation would indiate a
failure of loal realism. While Bell's assumption of loal
hidden variables is not formally idential to that of EPR's
loal realism, one an be extrapolated from the other
(Setion VI.A.3). The failure of loal hidden variables is
then indiative of a failure of loal realism.
C. Experimental tests of Bell's theorem
A violation of modied Bell inequalities,
that employ auxiliary fair-sampling assumptions
(Clauser and Shimony (1978)), has been ahieved by
Freedman and Clauser (1972), Kasday et al. (1975),
Fry and Thompson (1976), Aspet et al. (1981),
Shih and Alley (1988), Ou and Mandel (1988) and
others. Most of these experiments employ photon pairs
reated via atomi transitions or using non-linear optial
tehniques suh as optial parametri ampliation.
These methods provide an exquisite soure of highly
entangled photons in a Bell-state. Causal separation
was ahieved by Aspet et al. (1982), with subsequent
improvements by Weihs et al. (1998).
However, the low optial and photo-detetor e-
ienies for ounting individual photons (∼ 5% in
the Weihs et al. (1998) experiment) prevent the orig-
inal Bell inequality from being violated. The orig-
inal Bell inequality requires a threshold eieny of
83% (η ∼ 0.83) per detetor (Garg and Mermin (1987);
Clauser and Shimony (1978); Fry et al. (1995)), in order
to exlude all loal hidden variable theories. For lower ef-
ienies, one an onstrut loal hidden variable theories
to explain the observed orrelations (Clauser and Horne
(1974); Larsson (1999)). Nevertheless, these experi-
ments, elegantly summarized by Zeilinger (1999) and
Aspet (2002), exlude the most appealing loal realis-
ti theories and thus represent strong evidene in favor
of abandoning the loal realism premise.
While highly eient experimental violations of Bell's
inequalities in ion traps (Rowe et al. (2001)) have been
reported, these have been limited to situations of poor
spatial separation between measurements on subsys-
tems. A onlusive experiment would require both
high eieny and ausal separations, as suggested
by Kwiat et al. (1994), and Fry et al. (1995). Re-
ported system eienies are urrently up to 51%
(U'Ren et al. (2004)), while typial photo-diode single-
photon detetion eienies are now 60% or more
(Polyakov and Migdall (2007)), and further improve-
ments up to 88% with more speialized detetors
(Takeuhi et al. (1999)) makes a future loophole-free ex-
periment not impossible.
7IV. EPR ARGUMENT FOR REAL PARTICLES AND FIELDS
In this Colloquium, we fous on the realization of the
original EPR paradox. To rereate the preise gedanken
proposal of EPR, one needs perfet orrelations between
the positions of two separated partiles, and also between
their momenta. This is physially impossible, in pratie.
In order to demonstrate the existene of EPR orrela-
tions for real experiments, one therefore needs to mini-
mally extend the EPR argument, in partiular their def-
inition of loal realism, to situations where there is less
than perfet orrelation
3
. We point out that near per-
fet orrelation of the deteted photon pairs has been
ahieved in the seminal a posteriori realization of the
EPR gedanken experiment by Aspet et al. (1981). How-
ever, it is debatable whether this an be regarded as a
rigorous EPR experiment, beause for the full ensemble,
most ounts at one detetor orrespond to no detetion
at the other.
The stohasti extension of EPR's loal realism is that
one an predit with a speied probability distribution
repeated outomes of a measurement, remotely, so the
values of the elements of reality are in fat those prob-
ability distributions. This denition is the meaning of
loal realism in the text below. As onsidered by Furry
(1936) and Reid (1989), this allows the derivation of an
inequality whose violation indiates the EPR paradox.
We onsider non-ommuting observables assoiated
with a subsystem at A, in the realisti ase where mea-
surements made at B do not allow the predition of out-
omes at A to be made with ertainty. Like EPR, we
assume ausal separation of the observations and the va-
lidity of quantum mehanis. Our approah applies to
any non-ommuting observables, and we fous in turn on
the ontinuous variable and disrete ases.
A. Inferred Heisenberg inequality: ontinuous variable ase
Suppose that, based on a result xB for the measure-
ment at B, an estimate xest (xB) is made of the result
x at A. We may dene the average error ∆infx of this
inferene as the root mean square (RMS) of the deviation
3
The extension of loal realism, to allow for real experiments, was
also neessary in the Bell ase (Clauser and Shimony (1978)).
Bell's original inequality (Bell (1964)) pertained only to loal hid-
den variables that predetermine outomes of spin with absolute
ertainty. These deterministi hidden variables follow naturally
from EPR's loal realism in a situation of perfet orrelation,
but were too restritive otherwise. Further Bell and CHSH in-
equalities (Clauser et al. (1969); Bell (1971); Clauser and Horne
(1974)) were derived that allow for a stohasti predetermin-
ism, where loal hidden variables give probabilisti preditions
for measurements. This stohasti loal realism of Bell-CHSH
follows naturally from the stohasti extension of EPR's loal
realism to be given here, as explained in Setion VI.A.
of the estimate from the atual value, so that
∆2infx =
∫
dxdxBP (x, xB) (x− xest (xB))2 . (9)
An inferene variane ∆2infp is dened similarly.
The best estimate, whih minimizes ∆infx, is given
by hoosing xest for eah x
B
to be the mean 〈x|xB〉 of
the onditional distribution P
(
x
∣∣xB ). This is seen upon
noting that for eah result xB , we an dene the RMS
error in eah estimate as
∆2inf
(
x
∣∣xB ) = ∫ dxP (x ∣∣xB ) (x− xest (xB))2 .
(10)
The average error in eah inferene is minimized for
xest = 〈x|xB〉 , when eah ∆2inf
(
x
∣∣xB ) beomes the
variane ∆2(x|xB) of P (x ∣∣xB ).
We thus dene the minimum inferene error ∆infx for
position, averaged over all possible values of xB, as
V xA|B = ∆
2
infx
∣∣∣
min
=
∫
dxBP
(
xB
)
∆2
(
x
∣∣xB ) ,(11)
where P
(
xB
)
is the probability for a result xB upon mea-
surement of xˆB . This minimized inferene variane is the
average of the individual varianes for eah outome at
B. Similarly, we an dene a minimum inferene vari-
ane, V pA|B , for momentum.
We now derive the EPR riterion appliable to this
more general situation. We follow the logi of the orig-
inal argument, as outlined in Setion II. Referring bak
to Fig. (1), we remember that if we assume loal realism,
there will exist a predetermination of the results for both
x and p. In this ase, however, the predetermination is
probabilisti, beause we annot predit with ertainty
the result x. We an predit the probability for x how-
ever, based on remote measurement at B. We reall the
element of reality is a variable, asribed to the loal
system A, as part of a theory, to quantify this predeter-
mination. The element of reality µAx assoiated with xˆ
is, in the words of Mermin (1990) that preditable value
for a measurement at A, based on a measurement at B,
whih ought to exist whether or not we atually arry
out the proedure neessary for its predition, sine this
in no way disturbs it. Given the EPR premise and our
extension of it, we dedue that elements of reality still
exist, but the preditable values assoiated with them
are now probability distributions.
This requires an extension to the denition of the el-
ement of reality. As before, the µAx is a variable whih
takes on ertain values, but the values no longer repre-
sent a single predited outome for result x at A, but
rather they represent a predited probability distribution
for the results x at A. Thus eah value for µAx denes a
probability distribution for x. Sine the set of predited
distributions are the onditionals P (x|xB), one for eah
value of xB, the logial hoie is to label the element of
reality by the outomes xB , but bearing in mind the set of
8predetermined results is not the set
{
xB
}
, but is the set
of assoiated onditional distributions
{
P (x|xB)}. Thus
we say if the element of reality µAx takes the value x
B
,
then the predited outome for x is given probabilistially
as P (x|xB).
Suh probability distributions are also impliit in the
extensions by Clauser et al. (1969) and Bell (1988) of
Bell's theorem to systems of less-than-ideal orrelation.
The P (xAθ |λ) used in Eq. (8) is the probability for a re-
sult at A given a hidden variable λ. The element of real-
ity and hidden variable have similar meanings, exept
that the element of reality is a speial hidden variable
following from the EPR logi.
To reap the argument, we dene µAx as a variable
whose values, mathematially speaking, are the set of
possible outomes xB . We also dene P (x|µAx ) as the
probability of observing the value x for the measurement
xˆ, in a system A speied by the `element of reality'
µAx . We might also ask, what is the probability that
the element of reality has a ertain value, namely, what
is P (µAx )? Clearly, a partiular value for µ
A
x ours with
probability P
(
µAx
)
= P (xB). This is beause in the loal
realism framework, the ation of measurement at B (to
get outome xB) annot reate the value of the element
of reality µAx , yet it informs us of its value.
An analogous reasoning will imply probabilisti ele-
ments of reality for p at A, with the result that two ele-
ments of reality µAx , µ
A
p are introdued to simultaneously
desribe results for the loalized system A. We introdue
a joint probability distribution P (µAx , µ
A
p ) for the values
assumed by these elements of reality.
It is straightforward to show from the denition of Eq
(11) that if V xA|BV
p
A|B < 1, then the pair of elements of
reality for A annot be onsistent with a quantum wave-
funtion. This indiates an inonsisteny of loal real-
ism with the ompleteness of quantum mehanis. To
do this, we quantify the statistial properties of the el-
ements of reality by dening ∆2
(
x|µAx
)
and ∆2
(
p|µAp
)
as the varianes of the probability distributions P (x|µAx )
and P (p|µAp ). Thus the measurable inferene variane is
a measure of the average indeterminay:
V xA|B =
∫
dµAx P (µ
A
x )∆
2
(
x|µAx
)
(12)
=
∫
dµAx dµ
A
p P (µ
A
x , µ
A
p )∆
2
(
x|µAx
)
(similarly for V pA|B and ∆
2
infp). The assumption that the
state depited by a partiular pair µAx , µ
A
p has an equiv-
alent quantum desription demands that the onditional
probabilities satisfy the same relations as the probabili-
ties for a quantum state. For example, if x and p satisfy
∆x∆p ≥ 1, then ∆ (x|µAx )∆ (p|µAp ) ≥ 1. Simple appli-
ation of the Cauhy-Shwarz inequality gives
∆infx∆infp ≥ V xA|BV pA|B (13)
= 〈∆2 (x|µAx )〉〈∆2 (p|µAp )〉
≥ |〈∆ (x|µAx )∆ (p|µAp )〉|2 ≥ 1
Thus the observation of V xA|BV
p
A|B < 1, or more generally,
∆infx∆infp < 1 (14)
is an EPR riterion, meaning that this would imply an
EPR paradox (Reid (1989, 2004)).
One an in priniple use any quantum unertainty
onstraint (Cavalanti and Reid (2007)). Take for ex-
ample, the relation ∆2
(
x|µAx
)
+ ∆2
(
p|µAp
) ≥ 2, whih
follows from that of Heisenberg. From this we derive
V xA|B + V
p
A|B ≥ 2, to imply that
∆2infx+∆
2
infp < 2 (15)
is also an EPR riterion. On the fae of it, this is less
useful; sine if (15) holds, then (14) must also hold.
B. Criteria for the disrete EPR paradox
The disrete variant of the EPR paradox was treated
in Setion III. Conlusive experimental realization of this
paradox needs to aount for imperfet soures and de-
tetors, just as in the ontinuous variable ase.
Criteria suient to demonstrate Bohm's EPR
paradox an be derived with the inferred uner-
tainty approah. Using the Heisenberg spin uner-
tainty relation ∆JAx ∆J
A
y ≥
∣∣〈JAz 〉∣∣ /2, one obtains
(Cavalanti and Reid (2007)) the following spin-EPR ri-
terion that is useful for the Bell state Eq. (7):
∆infJ
A
x ∆infJ
A
y <
1
2
∑
JB
z
P
(
JBz
) ∣∣∣〈JAz 〉JB
z
∣∣∣ . (16)
Here
〈
JAz
〉
JB
z
is the mean of the onditional distri-
bution P
(
JAz |JBz
)
. Calulations for Eq. (7) inlud-
ing the eet of detetion eieny η reveals this
EPR riterion to be satised for η > 0.62. Fur-
ther spin-EPR inequalities have reently been derived
(Cavalanti et al. (2007a)), employing quantum uner-
tainty relations involving sums, rather than the produts
(Hofmann and Takeuhi (2003)). A onstraint on the de-
gree of mixing that an still permit an EPR paradox for
the Bell state of Eq. (7) an be dedued from an analysis
by Wiseman et al. (2007). These authors report that the
Werner (1989) state ρw = (1− pW ) I4 + pW |ψ 〉〈ψ|, whih
is a mixed Bell state, requires pW > 0.5 to demonstrate
steering, whih we show in Setion VI.A is a neessary
ondition for the EPR paradox.
The onept of spin-EPR has been experimentally
tested in the ontinuum limit with purely optial sys-
tems for states where
〈
JAz
〉 6= 0. In this ase the EPR
riterion, linked losely to a denition of spin squeez-
ing (Kitagawa and Ueda (1993); Sørensen et al. (2001);
Korolkova et al. (2002); Bowen et al. (2002a)),
∆infJ
A
x ∆infJ
A
y <
1
2
∣∣〈JAz 〉∣∣ (17)
9has been derived by Bowen et al. (2002b), and used to
demonstrate the EPR paradox, as summarized in Se-
tion VII. Here the orrelation is desribed in terms of
Stokes operators for the polarization of the elds. The
experiments take the limit of large spin values to make a
ontinuum of outomes, so high eieny detetors are
used.
We an now turn to the question of whether existing
spin-half or two-photon experiments were able to onlu-
sively demonstrate an EPR paradox. This depends on
the overall eieny, as in the Bell inequality ase. Gen-
erating and deteting pairs of photons is generally rather
ineient, although results of up to 51% were reported by
U'Ren et al. (2004). This is lower than the 62% thresh-
old given above. We onlude that eienies for these
types of disrete experiment are still too low, although
there have been steady improvements. The required level
appears feasible as optial tehnologies improve.
C. A pratial linear-estimate riterion for EPR
It is not always easy to measure onditional distri-
butions. Nevertheless, an inferene variane, whih is
the variane of the onditional distribution, has been
so measured for twin beam intensity distributions by
Zhang et al. (2003b), who ahieved ∆2infx=0.62.
It is also possible to demonstrate an EPR orrelation
using riteria based on the measurement of a suiently
redued noise in the appropriate sum or dierene x−gxB
and p + g′pB (where here g, g′ are real numbers). This
was proposed by Reid (1989) as a pratial proedure for
measuring EPR orrelations.
Suppose that an estimate xest of the result for xˆ at
A, based on a result xB for measurement at B, is of the
linear form xest = gx
B+d. The best linear estimate xest
is the one that will minimize
∆2infx =
〈{
x− (gxB + d)}2〉 (18)
The best hoies for g and d minimize ∆2infx and an be
adjusted by experiment, or alulated by linear regres-
sion to be d =
〈
x− gxB〉, g = 〈x, xB〉 /∆2xB (where
we dene
〈
x, xB
〉
=
〈
xxB
〉 − 〈x〉 〈xB〉 ). There is also
an analogous optimum for the value of g′. This gives a
predited minimum (for linear estimates) of
∆2infx |min,L= ∆2
(
x− gxB) = ∆2x− 〈x, xB〉2
∆2xB
(19)
We note that for Gaussian states (Setion VI) this best
linear estimate for x, given xB , is equal to the mean of the
onditional distribution P (x|xB), so that ∆2infx
∣∣∣
min,L
=
V xA|B where V
x
A|B is the variane of the onditional dis-
tribution, and this approah thus automatially gives the
minimum possible ∆infx.
The observation of
∆2
(
x− gxB)∆2 (p+ g′pB) < 1 (20)
is suient to imply Eq. (23), whih is the ondition for
the orrelation of the original EPR paradox. This was
rst experimentally ahieved by Ou et al. (1992).
We note it is also possible to present an EPR ri-
terion in terms of the sum of the varianes. Using
(15), on putting ∆2infx = ∆
2
(
x− gxB) and ∆2infp =
∆2
(
p+ g′pB
)
we arrive at the linear EPR riterion
∆2(x− gxB) + ∆2(p+ g′pB) < 2. (21)
Stritly speaking, to arry out a true EPR gedanken
experiment, one must measure, preferably with ausal
separation, the separate values for the EPR observables
x, xB , p and pB.
D. Experimental riteria for demonstrating the paradox
We now summarize experimental riteria suient to
realize the EPR paradox. To ahieve this, one must have
two spatially separated subsystems at A and B.
(1): First, to realize the EPR paradox in the spirit in-
tended by EPR it is neessary that measurement events
at A and B be ausally separated . This point has
been extensively disussed in literature on Bell's inequal-
ities and is needed to justify the loality assumption,
given that EPR assumed idealized instantaneous mea-
surements. If c is the speed of light and tA and tB are
the times of ight from the soure to A and B, then the
measurement duration ∆t, time for the measurements at
A and B and the separation L between the subsystems
must satisfy
L > c(tA − tB +∆t). (22)
(2): Seond, one establishes a predition protool ,
so that for eah possible outome of a measurement at
B, one an make a predition about the outome at A.
There must be a suient orrelation between mea-
surements made at A and B. The EPR orrelation is
demonstrated when the produt of the average errors in
the inferred results xest and pest for xˆ and pˆ at A falls be-
low a bound determined by the orresponding Heisenberg
Unertainty Priniple.
In the ontinuous variable ase where x and p are suh
that ∆x∆p ≥ 1 this amounts to
E = ∆infx∆infp < 1, (23)
where we introdue for use in later setions a symbol E
for the measure of the inferene (onditional variane)
produt ∆infx∆infp. Similar riteria hold for disrete
spin variables.
V. THEORETICAL MODEL FOR A CONTINUOUS
VARIABLE EPR EXPERIMENT
A. Two-mode squeezed states
As a physially realizable example of the original on-
tinuous variable EPR proposal, suppose the two sys-
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Figure 3 (Color online) Shemati diagram of the measure-
ment of the EPR paradox using eld quadrature phase am-
plitudes. Spatially separated elds A and B radiate outwards
from the EPR soure, usually Eq. (24). The eld quadra-
ture amplitudes are symbolised Y and X. The elds ombine
with an intense loal osillator LO eld, at beam splitters BS.
The outputs of eah BS are deteted by photodiodes and their
dierene urrent is proportional to the amplitude Y or X,
depending on the phase shift θ. A gain g is introdued to
read out the nal onditional varianes, Eq. (30). Here ηA
and ηB are the non-ideal eienies that model losses, dened
in Setion V.
tems A and B are loalized modes of the eletromag-
neti eld, with frequenies ωA,B and boson opera-
tors â and b̂ respetively. These an be prepared in
an EPR-orrelated state using parametri down onver-
sion (Drummond and Reid (1990); Reid and Drummond
(1988, 1989)). Using a oherent pump laser at frequeny
ωA +ωB, and a nonlinear optial rystal whih is phase-
mathed at these wavelengths, energy is transferred to
the modes. As a result, these modes beome orrelated.
The parametri oupling an be desribed oneptu-
ally by the interation Hamiltonian HI = i~κ(â
†b̂†− âb̂),
whih ats for a nite time t orresponding to the transit
time through the nonlinear rystal. For vauum initial
states |0, 0〉 this interation generates two-mode squeezed
light (Caves and Shumaker (1985)), whih orresponds
to a quantum state in the Shrödinger piture of:
|ψ〉 =
∞∑
n=0
cn |n〉A |n〉B (24)
where cn = tanh
n r/ cosh r , r = κt, and |n〉 are num-
ber states. The parameter r is alled the squeezing pa-
rameter. The expansion in terms of number states is
an example of a Shmidt deomposition, where the pure
state is written with a hoie of basis that emphasizes the
orrelation that exists, in this ase between the photon
numbers of modes a and b. The Shmidt deomposi-
tion, whih is not unique, is a useful tool for identifying
the pairs of EPR observables (Ekert and Knight (1995);
Huang and Eberly (1993); Law et al. (2000)).
In our ase, the EPR observables are the quadrature
phase amplitudes, as follows:
xˆ = xˆA = â† + â,
pˆ = Ŷ A = i
(
â† − â) ,
xˆB = xˆB = b̂† + b̂,
pˆB = Ŷ B = i
(
b̂† − b̂
)
. (25)
The Heisenberg unertainty relation for the orthogonal
amplitudes is ∆XA∆Y A ≥ 1. Operator solutions at time
t an be alulated diretly from HI using the rotated
Heisenberg piture, to get
XA(B)(t) = XA(B)(0) cosh (r) +XB(A)(0) sinh (r)
Y A(B)(t) = Y A(B)(0) cosh (r)− Y B(A)(0) sinh (r)(26)
where XA(B)(0), Y A(B)(0) are the initial input ampli-
tudes. As r → ∞, XA = XB and Y A = −Y B, whih
implies a squeezing of the varianes of the sum and
dierene quadratures, so that ∆2(XA − XB) < 2 and
∆2(Y A + Y B) < 2. The orrelation of XA with XB and
the anti-orrelation of PA with PB , that is the signature
of the EPR paradox, is transparent, as r →∞.
The EPR state Eq. (24) is an example of a bipar-
tite Gaussian state, a state whose Wigner funtion has a
Gaussian form
W (x) =
1
(2pi)2
√
|C|exp[−
1
2
(x− µ)TC−1(x− µ)] (27)
where x = (x1, ..., x4) ≡ (x, p, xB , pB) and we dene the
mean µ = 〈x〉 and the ovariane matrix C, suh that
Cij = 〈xˆi, xˆj〉 = 〈xi, xj〉, 〈v, w〉 = 〈vw〉−〈v〉〈w〉. We note
the operator moments of the xˆi orrespond diretly to the
orresponding -number moments. The state (24) yields
µ = 0 and ovariane elements Cii = ∆
2xi = cosh (2r),
C13 = 〈x, xB〉 = −C24 = −〈p, pB〉 = sinh (2r).
We apply the linear EPR riterion of Setion IV.C.
For the Gaussian states, in fat the best linear estimate
xest for x, given x
B
, and the minimum inferene variane
∆2infx orrespond to themean and variane of the appro-
priate onditionals, P (x|xB) (similarly for p). This mean
and variane are given as in Setion IV.C. The two-mode
squeezed state predits, with g = g′ = tanh (2r),
∆2infx = ∆
2
infp = 1/ cosh (2r) . (28)
Here x = XA is orrelated with XB, and p = Y A is
anti-orrelated with Y B. EPR orrelations are predited
for all nonzero values of the squeeze parameter r, with
maximum orrelations at innite r.
Further proposals for the EPR paradox that use the
linear riterion, Eq. (20), have been put forward by
Tara and Agarwal (1994). Giovannetti et al. (2001) have
presenting an exiting sheme for demonstrating the EPR
paradox for massive objets using radiation pressure at-
ing on an osillating mirror.
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B. Measurement tehniques
Quadrature phase amplitudes an be measured us-
ing homodyne detetion tehniques developed for the
detetion of squeezed light elds. In the experimen-
tal proposal of Drummond and Reid (1990), arried
out by Ou et al. (1992), an intraavity nondegener-
ate downonversion sheme was used. Here the out-
put modes are multi-mode propagating quantum elds,
whih must be treated using quantum input-output the-
ory (Collett and Gardiner (1984); Drummond and Fiek
(2004); Gardiner and Zoller (2000)). Single time-domain
modes are obtained through spetral ltering of the
photo-urrent. These behave eetively as desribed in
the simple model given above, together with orretions
for avity detuning and nonlinearity that are negligible
near resonane, and not too lose to the ritial threshold
(Dehoum et al. (2004)).
At eah loation A or B, a phase-sensitive, balaned
homodyne detetor is used to detet the avity output
elds, as depited in Fig. 3. Here the eld â is om-
bined (using a beam splitter) with a very intense loal
osillator eld, modeled lassially by the amplitude E,
and a relative phase shift θ, introdued to reate in the
detetor arms the elds â± = (â±Eeiθ)/
√
2 . Eah eld
is deteted by a photodetetor, so that the photourrent
iA± is proportional to the inident eld intensity â
†
±â±.
The dierene photourrent iAD = i
A
X− iAY gives a reading
whih is proportional to the quadrature amplitude XAθ ,
iAD ∝ ExˆAθ = E(â†eiθ + âe−iθ) . (29)
The hoie θ = 0 gives a measurement of XA, while
θ = pi/2 gives a measurement of Y A. The utuation
in the dierene urrent is, aording to the quantum
theory of detetion, diretly proportional to the utu-
ation of the eld quadrature: thus, ∆2iAD gives a mea-
sure proportional to the variane ∆2XAθ . A single fre-
queny omponent of the urrent must be seleted using
Fourier analysis in a time-window of duration ∆t, whih
for ausality should be less than the propagation time,
L/c.
A dierene photourrent iBD dened similarly with re-
spet to the detetors and elds at B, gives a measure of
xˆBφ = b̂
†eiφ + b̂e−iφ. The utuations in XAθ − gXBφ are
proportional to those of the dierene urrent iAD − giBD
where g = gB/gA, and gI indiates any ampliation of
the urrent iI before subtration of the urrents. The
variane ∆2(iAD − giBD) is then proportional to the vari-
ane ∆2(XAθ − gXBφ ), so that
∆2(iAD − giBD) ∝ ∆2(XAθ − gXBφ ) . (30)
In this way the ∆2inf of Eq. (23) an be measured.
A ausal experiment an be analyzed using a time-
dependent loal osillator (Drummond (1990)).
C. Eets of loss and imperfet detetors
Cruial to the validity of the EPR experiment is the
aurate alibration of the orrelation relative to the va-
uum limit. In optial experiments, this limit is the va-
uum noise level as dened within quantum theory. This
is represented as 1 in the right-hand side of the riteria
in Eqs. (23) and (20).
The standard proedure for determining the vauum
noise level in the ase of quadrature measurements is to
replae the orrelated state of the input eld â at A with
a vauum state |0〉. This amounts to removing the two-
mode squeezed vauum eld that is inident on the beam-
splitter at loation A in Fig. 3, and measuring only the
utuation of the urrent at A. The dierene photour-
rent iAD is then proportional to the vauum amplitude
and the variane ∆2iAD is alibrated to be 1.
To provide a simple but aurate model of detetion in-
eienies, we onsider an imaginary beam splitter (Fig.
3) plaed before the photodetetor at eah loation A
and B, so that the deteted elds â at A and b̂ at B
are the ombinations â =
√
ηAâ0 +
√
1− ηAâvac and
b̂ =
√
ηB b̂0 +
√
1− ηB b̂vac . Here âvac and b̂vac repre-
sent unorrelated vauum mode inputs, â0 and b̂0 are the
original elds and ηA/B gives the frational homodyne ef-
ieny due to optial transmission, mode-mathing and
photo-detetor losses at A and B respetively. Details of
the modeling of the detetion losses were also disussed
by Ou et al. (1992b). Sine the loss model is linear, the
nal state, although no longer pure, is Gaussian, Eq.
(27). Thus results onerning neessary and suient
onditions for entanglement/ EPR that apply to Gaus-
sian states remain useful. This model for loss has been
experimentally tested by Bowen et al. (2003a).
The nal EPR produt where the original elds are
given by the two-mode squeezed state, Eq. (24), is
∆infX
A∆infY
A = 1− ηA [cosh(2r)− 1][2ηB − 1]
[1− ηB + ηB cosh(2r)] (31)
We note the enhaned sensitivity to ηB as ompared to
the loss ηA at the inferred system A. It is the loss ηB
at the steering system B that determines whether the
EPR paradox exists. The EPR paradox riterion (23) is
satised for all ηB > 0.5, provided only that ηA, r 6= 0.
On the other hand, for all ηB ≤ 0.5 it is always the
ase, at least for this situation of symmetri statistial
moments for elds at A and B, that the EPR paradox is
lost: ∆infX
A∆infY
A ≥ 1 (regardless of ηA or r).
The inherently asymmetri nature of the EPR riterion
is evident from the hump in the graph of Fig. 4. This
is a measure of the error when an observer at B (Bob)
attempts to infer the results of measurements that might
be performed (by Alie) at A. The EPR riterion re-
ets an absolute measure of this error relative to the
quantum noise level of eld A only. Loss destroys the
orrelation between the signals at A and B so that when
loss is dominant, Bob annot redue the inferene vari-
ane below the utuation level ∆2XA of Alie's signal.
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Figure 4 Eet of detetor eienies ηA and ηB on the
EPR paradox. Plot is E = ∆infX
A
∆infY
A
for a two-mode
squeezed state with r = 2: ηA = ηB = η (solid line); xed
ηA = 1 but varying η = ηB (dashed line); xed ηB = 1 but
varying η = ηA (dashed-dotted line). The EPR paradox is
sensitive to the losses ηB of the steering system B, but in-
sensitive to ηA, those of the inferred system A. No paradox
is possible for ηB ≤ 0.5, regardless of ηA, but a paradox is
always possible with ηB > 0.5, provided only ηA > 0.
By ontrast, alulation using the riterion of Duan et al.
(2000) indiates entanglement to be preserved for arbi-
trary η (Setion VII).
The eet of deoherene on entanglement is a topi
of urrent interest (Eberly and Yu (2007)). Disentan-
glement in a nite time or `entanglement sudden death'
has been reported by Yu and Eberly (2004) for entangled
qubits independently oupled to reservoirs that model
an external environment. By omparison, the ontinu-
ous variable entanglement is remarkably robust with re-
spet to eieny η. The death of EPR-entanglement at
η = 0.5 is a dierent story, and applies generally to Gaus-
sian states that have symmetry with respet to phase and
interhange of A and B.
A fundamental dierene between the ontinuous-
variable EPR experiments and the experiments proposed
by Bohm and Bell is the treatment of events in whih no
photon is deteted. These null events give rise to loop-
holes in the photon-ounting Bell experiments to date, as
they require fair-sampling assumptions. In ontinuous-
variable measurements, events where a photon is not de-
teted simply orrespond to the outome of zero photon
number â†±â±, so that X
A
θ = 0. These events are there-
fore automatially inluded in the measure E of EPR4.
4
There is however the assumption that the experimental mea-
surement is faithfully desribed by the operators we assign to it.
Thus one may laim there is a loophole due to the model of loss.
Skwara et al. (2007) disuss this point, of how to aount for an
arbitrary ause of lost photons, in relation to entanglement.
Our alulation based on the symmetri two-mode
squeezed state reveals that eienies of η > 0.5 are
required to violate an EPR inequality. This is more
easily ahieved than the stringent eieny riteria of
Clauser and Shimony (1978) for a Bell inequality viola-
tion. It is also lower than the threshold for a spin EPR
paradox (Setion IV.B). To help matters further, homo-
dyne detetion is more eient than single-photon de-
tetion. Reent experiments obtain overall eienies of
η > 0.98 for quadrature detetion (Suzuki et al. (2006);
Zhang et al. (2003a)), owing to the high eienies pos-
sible when operating silion photo-diodes in a ontinuous
mode.
VI. EPR, ENTANGLEMENT AND BELL CRITERIA
In this Colloquium, we have understood a demonstra-
tion of the EPR paradox to be a proedure that losely
follows the original EPR gedanken experiment. Most
generally, the EPR paradox is demonstrated when one
an onrm the inonsisteny between loal realism and
the ompleteness of quantum mehanis, sine this was
the underlying EPR objetive.
We point out in this Setion that the inonsisteny
an be shown in more ways than one. There are many
unertainty relations or onstraints plaed on the statis-
tis of a quantum state, and for eah suh relation there
is an EPR riterion. This has been disussed for the
ase of entanglement by Gühne (2004), and for EPR by
Cavalanti and Reid (2007). It is thus possible to estab-
lish a whole set of riteria that are suient, but may
not be neessary, to demonstrate an EPR paradox.
A. Steering
The demonstration of an EPR paradox is a nie way
to onrm the nonloal eet of Shrödinger's steer-
ing, a redution of the wave-paket at a distane
(Wiseman et al. (2007)).
An important simplifying aspet of the original EPR
paradox is the asymmetri appliation of loal realism to
imply elements of reality for one system, the inferred
or steered system. Within this onstraint, we may gen-
eralize the EPR paradox, by applying loal realism to
all possible measurements, and testing for onsisteny of
all the elements of reality for A with a quantum state.
One may apply (Cavalanti et al. (2008)) the arguments
of Setion IV and the approah of Wiseman et al. (2007)
to dedue the following ondition for suh onsisteny:
P (xAθ , x
B
φ ) =
∫
λ
dλP (λ)PQ(x
A
θ |λ)P (xBφ |λ). (32)
Here, notation is as for Eqs. (5) and (8), so that
P (xAθ , x
B
φ ) is the joint probability for results x
A
θ and x
B
φ of
measurements performed at A and B respetively, these
measurements being parametrized by θ and φ. The λ is
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a disrete or ontinuous index, symbolizing hidden vari-
able or quantum states, so that PQ(x
A
θ |λ) and P (xBφ |λ)
are both probabilities for outomes given a xed λ. Here
as in Eq. (5), PAQ (x
A
θ |λ) = 〈xAθ |ρλ|xAθ 〉 for some quantum
state ρλ, so that this probability satises all quantum
unertainty relations and onstraints. There is no suh
restrition on PB(xBφ |λ).
Eq. (32) has been derived reently by Wiseman et al.
(2007), and its failure dened as a ondition to demon-
strate steering. These authors point out that Eq. (32)
is the intermediate form of Eq. (5) to prove entangle-
ment, and Eq. (8) used to prove failure of Bell's loal
hidden variables. The failure of (32) may be onsidered
an EPR paradox in a generalized sense. The EPR para-
dox as we dene it, whih simply onsiders a subset of
measurements, is a speial ase of steering.
These authors also show that for quadrature phase am-
plitude measurements on bipartite Gaussian states, Eq.
(32) fails when, and only when, the EPR riterion Eq.
(23) (namely ∆infx∆infp < 1) is satised. This ensures
that this EPR riterion is neessary and suient for the
EPR paradox in this ase.
B. Symmetri EPR paradox
One an extend the EPR argument further, to on-
sider not only the elements of reality inferred on A by B,
but those inferred on B by A. It has been disussed by
Reid (2004) that this symmetri appliation implies the
existene of a set of shared elements of reality, whih
we designate by λ, and for whih Eq. (8) holds. This
an be seen by applying the reasoning of the previous
setion to derive sets of elements of reality λA/B for eah
of A and B (respetively), that an be then shared to
form a omplete set {λA, λB}. Expliitly, we an substi-
tute P (xBφ |λA) =
∑
λB
P (xBφ |λB)P (λB |λA) into (32) to
get (8). Thus, EPR's loal realism an in priniple be
extrapolated to that of Bell's, as dened by (8).
Where we violate the ondition (5) for separability, to
demonstrate entanglement, it is neessarily the ase that
the parameters λ for eah loalized system annot be rep-
resented as a quantum state. In this way, the demonstra-
tion of entanglement, for suient spatial separations,
gives inonsisteny of Bell's loal realism with omplete-
ness of quantum mehanis, and we provide an expliit
link between entanglement and the EPR paradox.
C. EPR as a speial type of entanglement
While generalizations of the paradox have been pre-
sented, we propose to reserve the title EPR paradox
for those experiments that minimally extend the origi-
nal EPR argument, so that riteria given in Setion IV
are satised. It is useful to distinguish the entanglement
that gives you an EPR paradox - we will dene this to be
EPR-entanglement - as a speial form of entanglement.
The EPR-entanglement is a measure of the ability of one
observer, Bob, to gain information about another, Alie.
This is a ruial and useful feature of many appliations
(Setion X).
Entanglement itself is not enough to imply the strong
orrelation needed for an EPR paradox. As shown by
Bowen et al. (2003a), where losses that ause mixing of
a pure state are relevant, it is possible to onrm en-
tanglement where an EPR paradox riterion annot be
satised (Setion VII). That this is possible is understood
when we realize that the EPR paradox riterion demands
failure of Eq. (32), whereas entanglement requires only
failure of the weaker ondition Eq. (5). The observation
of the EPR paradox is a stronger, more diret demon-
stration of the nonloality of quantum mehanis than is
entanglement; but requires greater experimental eort.
That an EPR paradox implies entanglement is most
readily seen by noting that a separable (non-entangled)
soure, as given by Eq. (4), represents a loal realis-
ti desription in whih the loalized systems A and B
are desribed as quantum states ρ̂
A/B
λ . Reall, the EPR
paradox is a situation where ompatibility with loal re-
alism would imply the loalized states not to be quantum
states. We see then that a separable state annot give
an EPR paradox. Expliit proofs have been presented
by Reid (2004), Mallon et al. (2008) and, for tripartite
situations, Olsen et al. (2006).
The EPR riterion in the ase of ontinuous variable
measurements is written, from (20)
E = ∆ (x− gxB)∆ (p+ g′pB) < 1 . (33)
where g and g′ are adjustable and arbitrary saling pa-
rameters that would ideally minimise E . The experimen-
tal onrmation of this inequality would give onrma-
tion of quantum inseparability on demand, without post-
seletion of data. This was rst arried out experimen-
tally by Ou et al. (1992).
Further riteria suient to prove entanglement for
ontinuous variable measurements were presented by
Duan et al. (2001) and Simon (2000), who adapted the
PPT riterion of Peres (1996). These riteria were de-
rived to imply inseparability (entanglement) rather than
the EPR paradox itself and represent a less stringent re-
quirement of orrelation. The riterion of Duan et al.
(2000), whih gives entanglement when
D = [∆2(x− xB) + ∆2(p+ pB)]/4 < 1, (34)
has been used extensively to experimentally onrm on-
tinuous variable entanglement (refer to referenes of Se-
tion XI). The riterion is both a neessary and suient
measure of entanglement for the important pratial ase
of bipartite symmetri Gaussian states.
We note we ahieve the orrelation needed for the EPR
paradox, one D < 0.5. This beomes transparent upon
notiing that xy ≤ (x2 + y2)/2, and so always ∆(x −
xB)∆(p − pB) ≤ 2D. Thus, when we observe D < 0.5,
we know ∆(x − xB)∆(p + pB) ≤ 1, whih is the EPR
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riterion (33) for g = g′ = 1. The result also follows
diretly from (21), whih gives, on putting g = g′ = 1,
D = [∆2(x− xB) + ∆2(p+ pB)]/4 < 0.5 (35)
as suient to onrm the orrelation of the EPR para-
dox. We note that this riterion, though suient, is
not neessary for the EPR paradox. The EPR riterion
(33) is more powerful, being neessary and suient for
the ase of quadrature phase measurements on Gaussian
states, and an be used as a measure of the degree of
EPR paradox. The usefulness of riterion (21) is that
many experiments have reported data for it. From this
we an infer an upper bound for the onditional variane
produt, sine we know that E ≤ 2D.
Reent work explores measures of entanglement that
might be useful for non-Gaussian and tri-partite states.
Entanglement of formation (Bennett et al. (1996)) is
a neessary and suient ondition for all entangled
states, and has been measured for symmetri Gaussian
states, as outlined by Giedke et al. (2003) and per-
formed by Josse et al. (2004) and Glökl et al. (2004).
There has been further work (Agarwal and Biswas
(2005); Gühne (2004); Gühne and Lütkenhaus (2006);
Hillery and Zubairy (2006); Shhukin and Vogel (2005))
although little that fouses diretly on the EPR
paradox. Inseparability and EPR riteria have been on-
sidered however for tripartite systems (Aoki et al.
(2003); Bradley et al. (2005); Jing et al. (2003);
van Look and Furusawa (2003); Villar et al. (2006)).
D. EPR and Bell's nonloality
A violation of a Bell inequality gives a stronger onlu-
sion than an be drawn from a demonstration of the EPR
paradox alone, but is more diult to ahieve experimen-
tally. The preditions of quantum mehanis and loal
hidden variable theories are shown to be inompatible in
Bell's work. This is not shown by the EPR paradox.
The ontinuous variable experiments disussed in Se-
tions VI and VII are exellent examples of this dierene.
It is well-known (Bell (1988)) that a loal hidden variable
theory, derived from the Wigner funtion, exists to ex-
plain all outomes of these ontinuous variable EPR mea-
surements. The Wigner funtion -numbers take the role
of position and momentum hidden variables. For these
Gaussian squeezed states the Wigner funtion is positive
and gives the probability distribution for the hidden vari-
ables. Hene, for this type of state, measuring x and p
will not violate a Bell inequality.
If the states generated in these entangled ontinuous
variable experiments are suiently pure, quantum me-
hanis predits that it is possible to demonstrate Bell's
nonloality for other measurements (Grangier et al.
(1988); Oliver and Stroud (1989); Praxmeyer et al.
(2005)). This is a general result for all entangled pure
states, and thus also for EPR states (Gisin and Peres
(1992)). The violation of Bell's inequalities for ontinu-
ous variable (position/ momentum) measurements has
been predited for only a few states, either using binned
variables (Gilhrist et al. (1998); Leonhardt and Vaaro
(1995); Munro and Milburn (1998); Wenger et al.
(2003); Yurke et al. (1999)) or diretly using ontinuous
multipartite moments (Cavalanti et al. (2007b)). An
interesting question is how the degree of inherent EPR
paradox, as measured by the onditional varianes of
Eq. (33), relates quantitatively to the Bell inequality
violation available. This has been explored in part, for
the Bohm EPR paradox, by Filip et al. (2004).
It has been shown by Werner (1989) that for mixed
states, entanglement does not guarantee that Bell's lo-
al hidden variables will fail for some set of measure-
ments. One an have entanglement (inseparability) with-
out a failure of loal realism. The same holds for EPR-
entanglement. For two-qubit Werner states, violation
of Bell inequalities demands greater purity (pW > 0.66
(Aín et al. (2006)) than does the EPR-Bohm paradox,
whih an be realized for pW > 0.62 (Setion IV).
VII. CONTINUOUS-WAVE EPR EXPERIMENTS
A. Parametri osillator experiments
The rst ontinuous variable test of the EPR para-
dox was performed by Ou et al. (1992). These optially-
based EPR experiments use loal-osillator measure-
ments with high eieny photo-diodes, giving overall
eienies of more than 80%, even allowing for optial
losses (Grosshans et al. (2003); Ou et al. (1992b)). This
is well above the 50% eieny threshold required for
EPR.
Rather than interrogating the position and momen-
tum of partiles as initially proposed by Einstein, Podol-
sky, and Rosen, analogous but more onvenient vari-
ables were used  the amplitude and phase quadratures
of optial elds, as desribed in Setion V. The EPR
orrelated elds in the experiment of Ou et al. (1992)
(Fig. 5) were generated using a sub-threshold nonde-
generate type II intra-avity optial parametri osil-
lator in a manner proposed by Reid and Drummond
(Dehoum et al. (2004); Drummond and Reid (1990);
Reid (1989); Reid and Drummond (1988)). of a type II
χ(2) non-linear proess in whih pump photons at some
frequeny Ω
pump
are onverted to pairs of orrelated
signal and idler photons with orthogonal polarizations
and frequenies satisfying Ω
signal
+ Ω
idler
= Ω
pump
.
As disussed in Setion V, these experiments utilize a
spetral ltering tehnique to selet an output temporal
mode, with a deteted duration ∆t that is typially of
order 1µs or more. This issue, ombined with the re-
strited detetor separations used to date, means that
a true, ausally separated EPR experiment is yet to be
arried out, although this is ertainly not impossible. In
all these experiments the entangled beams are separated
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Figure 5 The original EPR parametri downonversion exper-
iment using an intraavity nonlinear rystal and homodyne
detetion, following the proedure depited in Fig. 3. Figure
reprinted from Ou et al. (1992), with permission.
and propagate into dierent diretions, so the only is-
sue is the duration of the measurement. This proposal
uses avities whih are single-mode in the viinity of
eah of the resonant frequenies, so modes must be spa-
tially separated after output from the avity. Another
possibility is to use multiple transverse modes together
with type I (degenerate) phase-mathing, as proposed
by Castelli and Lugiato (1997); Olsen and Drummond
(2005).
For an osillator below threshold and at resonane, we
are interested in traveling wave modes of the output elds
at frequenies ωA and ωB. These are in an approximate
two-mode squeezed state, with the quadrature operators
as given by Eq. (26). In these steady-state, ontinuous-
wave experiments, however, the squeezing parameter r is
time-independent, and given by the input-output para-
metri gain G, suh that G = e2r. Apart from the essen-
tial output mirror oupling, losses like absorption in the
nonlinear medium ause non-ideal behavior and redue
orrelation as desribed in the Setion V.
Restriting ourselves to the lossless, ideal ase for the
moment, we see that as the gain of the proess approahes
innity (G → ∞) the quadrature operators of beams a
and b are orrelated so that:〈(
xˆA − xˆB)2〉 → 0〈(
Ŷ A + Ŷ B
)2〉
→ 0. (36)
Therefore in this limit an amplitude quadrature measure-
ment on beam a would provide an exat predition of the
amplitude quadrature of beam b; and similarly a phase
quadrature measurement on beam a would provide an ex-
at predition of the phase quadrature of beam b. This is
a demonstration of the EPR paradox in the manner pro-
posed in Einstein et al. (1935). An alternative sheme is
to use two independently squeezed modes â1, â2, whih
are ombined at a 50% beam-splitter so that the two out-
puts are âA,B = [â1 ± iâ2] /
√
2. This leads to the same
results as Eq. (26), and an be implemented if only type-I
(degenerate) down-onversion is available experimentally.
B. Experimental Results
In reality, we are restrited to the physially ahievable
ase where losses do exist, and the high non-linearities
required for extremely high gains are diult to obtain.
Even so, with some work at minimizing losses and en-
haning the non-linearity, it is possible to observe the
EPR paradox. Sine, in general, the non-linear proess
is extremely weak, one of the primary goals of an experi-
mentalist is to nd methods to enhane it. In the exper-
iment of Ou et al. (1992) the enhanement was ahieved
by plaing the non-linear medium inside resonant avi-
ties for eah of the pump, signal, and idler elds. The
pump eld at 0.54 µm was generated by an intraav-
ity frequeny doubled Nd:YAP laser, and the non-linear
medium was a type II non-ritially phase mathed KTP
rystal. The signal and idler elds produed by the exper-
iment were analyzed in a pair of homodyne detetors. By
varying the phase of a loal osillator, the detetors ould
measure either the amplitude or the phase quadrature
of the eld under interrogation, as desribed in Setion
V. Strong orrelations were observed between the output
photourrents both for joint amplitude quadrature mea-
surement, and for joint phase quadrature measurement.
To haraterize whether their experiment demonstrated
the EPR paradox, and by how muh, Ou et al. (1992)
used the EPR paradox riterion given in Eq. (23) and Eq.
(20). They observed a value of E2 = 0.70 < 1, thereby
performing the rst diret experimental test of the EPR
paradox, and hene demonstrating entanglement (albeit
without ausal separation).
The EPR paradox was then further tested by
Bowen et al. (2003a, 2004); Shori et al. (2002);
Silberhorn et al. (2001). Most tests were performed
using optial parametri osillators. Both type I
(Bowen et al. (2003a, 2004)) and type II (Ou et al.
(1992)) optial parametri proesses, as well as various
non-linear media have been utilized. Type I proesses
produe only a single squeezed eld, rather than a two
mode squeezed eld, so that double the resoures are
required in order that the two ombined beams are
EPR orrelated. However, suh systems have signi-
ant benets in terms of stability and ontrollability.
Improvements have been made not only in the strength
and stability of the interation, but in the frequeny
tunability of the output elds (Shori et al. (2002)), and
in overall eieny. The optimum level of EPR-paradox
ahieved to date was by Bowen et al. (2003a) using
a pair of type I optial parametri osillators. Eah
optial parametri osillator onsisted of a hemilithi
MgO:LiNbO3 non-linear rystal and an output oupler.
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MgO:LiNbO3 has the advantage over other non-linear
rystals of exhibiting very low levels of pump in-
dued absorption at the signal and idler wavelengths
(Furukawa et al. (2001). Furthermore, the design,
involving only one intraavity surfae, minimized other
soures of losses, resulting in a highly eient proess.
The pump eld for eah optial parametri amplier
was produed by frequeny doubling an Nd:YAG laser
to 532 nm. Eah optial parametri amplier produed
a single squeezed output eld at 1064 nm, with 4.1 dB
of observed squeezing. These squeezed elds were inter-
fered on a 50/50 beam splitter, produing a two-mode
squeezed state as desribed in Eq. (26). A degree of
EPR paradox E2 = 0.58 was ahieved. These results
were veried by alibrating the loss. The losses were
experimentally varied and the results ompared with
theory (Setion VI), as shown in Fig. 6. This an be
improved further, as up to 9 dB single-mode squeezing is
now possible (Takeno et al. (2007). These experiments
are largely limited by tehnial issues like detetor
mode-mathing and ontrol of the optial phase-shifts,
whih an ause unwanted mixing of squeezed and
unsqueezed quadratures.
Another tehnique is bright-beam entanglement above
threshold, proposed by Reid and Drummond (1988,
1989) and Castelli and Lugiato (1997). This was
ahieved reently in parametri ampliers (Jing et al.
(2006); Su et al. (2006); Villar et al. (2007, 2005))) and
eliminates the need for an external loal osillator. Dual-
beam seond-harmoni generation an also theoretially
produe EPR orrelations (Lim and Saman (2006)).
We note that the measure E2 = 0.58 is to the best of
our knowledge the lowest reorded result where there
has been a diret measurement of an EPR paradox. A
value for E2 an be often be inferred from other data,
either with assumptions about symmetries (Laurat et al.
(2005)), or as an upper bound, from a measurement of
the Duan et al. (2000) inseparability D, sine we know
E ≤ 2D (Eq. (21, Setion VI). Suh inferred values
imply measures of EPR paradox as low as E2 = 0.42
(Laurat et al. (2005), Setion XI).
There has also been interest in the EPR-entanglement
that an be ahieved with other variables. Bowen et al.
(2002b) obtained E2 = 0.72 for the EPR paradox for
Stokes operators desribing the eld polarization. The
EPR paradox was tested for the atual position and mo-
mentum of single photons (Fedorov et al. (2004, 2006);
Guo and Guo (2006)) in an important development by
Howell et al. (2004) to realize an experiment more in di-
ret analogy with original EPR. Here, however, the ex-
eptional value E2 = 0.01 was ahieved using onditional
data, where detetion events are only onsidered if two
emitted photons are simultaneously deteted. The re-
sults are thus not diretly appliable to the a priori EPR
paradox. The entanglement of momentum and position,
as desribed in the original EPR paradox, and proposed
by Castelli and Lugiato (1997) andLugiato et al. (1997)
has been ahieved using spatially entangled laser beams
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Figure 6 Graph of (a) the EPR-paradox measure E2 (Eqs.
(23), (20), (33)) and (b) Duan et al. (normalized) entangle-
ment measure D (Eq. (34)) vs. total eieny η. The dashed
lines are theoretial preditions for E2 and D. The points
are experimental data with error bars. It is more diult to
satisfy the EPR paradox than to demonstrate entanglement.
Figure reprinted from Bowen et al. (2003a), with permission.
(Boyer et al. (2008); Wagner et al. (2008)).
VIII. PULSED EPR EXPERIMENTS
In the previous setion we mentioned that one of the
goals of an experimentalist who aims at generating e-
ient entanglement is to devise tehniques by whih the
eetive nonlinearity an be enhaned. One solution is to
plae the nonlinear medium inside a avity, as disussed
above, and another one, whih will be disussed in this
setion, is to use high power pump laser pulses. By using
suh a soure the eetive interation length an be dra-
matially shortened. The high nesse avity onditions
an be relaxed or for extreme high peak power pulses, the
use of a avity an be ompletely avoided. In fat a sin-
gle pass through either a highly nonlinear χ(2) medium
(Aytür and Kumar (1990); Hirano and Matsuoka (1990);
Slusher et al. (1987); Smithey et al. (1992)), or through
a relatively short piee of standard glass ber with
a χ(3) nonlinear oeient (Bergman and Haus (1991);
Rosenbluh and Shelby (1991)), sues to generate quan-
tum squeezing, whih in turn an lead to entanglement.
The limitations imposed by the avity linewidth in the
CW experiment, suh as prodution of entanglement in
a narrow frequeny band (e.g. generation of "slow" en-
tanglement), are irumvented when employing a single
pass pulsed onguration. The frequeny bandwidth of
the quantum eets is then limited only by the phase
mathing bandwidth as well as by the bandwidth of the
nonlinearity, both of whih an be quite large, e.g. on the
order of some THz (Sizmann and Leuhs (1999)). Broad-
band entanglement is of partiular importane for the
eld of quantum information siene, where for example
it allows for fast ommuniation of quantum states by
means of quantum teleportation (Setion X). This may
also allow truly ausal EPR experiments, whih are yet
to be arried out.
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A. Optial ber experiment
The rst experimental realization of pulsed EPR en-
tanglement, shown in Fig. 7 was based on the approah
of mixing two squeezed beams on a 50/50 beam split-
ter as outlined above for CW light. In this experiment
the two squeezed beams were generated by exploiting
the Kerr nonlinearity of silia bers (Carter et al. (1987);
Rosenbluh and Shelby (1991)) along two orthogonal po-
larization axes of the same polarization maintaining ber
(Silberhorn et al. (2001)). More preisely, the ber was
plaed inside a Sagna interferometer to produe two am-
plitude squeezed beams, whih subsequently interfered at
a bulk 50/50 beam splitter (or ber beam splitter as in
Nandan et al. (2006)) to generate two spatially separated
EPR modes possessing quantum orrelations between the
amplitude quadratures and the phase quadratures.
The Kerr eet is a χ(3) non-linear proess and is
largely equivalent to an intensity dependent refrative
index. It orresponds to a four photon mixing proess
where two degenerate pump photons at frequeny Ω are
onverted into pairs of photons (signal and idler photons)
also at frequeny Ω. Due to the full degeneray of the
four-photon proess, phase mathing is naturally satis-
ed and no external ontrol is needed. Apart from this,
optial parametri ampliation and four wave mixing
are very similar (Milburn et al. (1987)). The nonlinear
suseptibility for the Kerr eet, χ(3), is very small om-
pared to the one for optial parametri ampliation,
χ(2). However, as noted above, the eet is substan-
tially enhaned by using high peak power pulses as well
as bers resulting in strong power onnement over the
entire length of the ber rystal. In the experiment of
Silberhorn et al. (2001) a 16 m long polarization main-
taining ber was used, the pulse duration was 150 fs, the
repetition rate was 163 MHz and the mean power was ap-
proximately 110 pJ. The wavelength was the teleommu-
niation wavelength of 1.55µm at whih the optial losses
in glass are very small (0.1 dB/km) and thus almost neg-
ligible for 16 m of ber. Furthermore, at this wavelength
the pulses experiene negative dispersion whih together
with the Kerr eet enable soliton formation at a ertain
threshold pulse energy, thereby ensuring a onstant peak
power level of the pulses along the ber.
The formation of solitons inside a dispersive medium
is due to the anellation of two opposing eets - dis-
persion and the Kerr eet. However, this is a las-
sial argument and thus does not hold true in the
quantum regime. Instead, an initial oherent state
is known to hange during propagation in a nonlin-
ear medium, leading to the formation of a squeezed
state (Carter et al. (1987); Drummond et al. (1993);
Kitagawa and Yamamoto (1986)). Both squeezed and
entangled state solitons have been generated in this way.
When obtaining entanglement via Kerr-indued
squeezing, as opposed to the realizations with few pho-
tons desribed in the previous setion, the beams in-
volved are very bright. This fat renders the veria-
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Figure 7 The original demonstration of pulsed EPR entan-
glement. The soliton experiment uses orthogonal polariza-
tion modes in a ber Sagna interferometer and a Mah-
Zehnder interferometer for ber-birefringene ompensation.
Notation: λ/2 means half-wave plate; G is a gradient index
len; 50/50 means beam splitter of 50% reetivity; sˆ and pˆ
are two amplitude squeezed beams from the respetive po-
larization states; aˆ and bˆ are EPR entangled beams. Figure
reprinted from Silberhorn et al. (2001) with permision.
tion proedure of proving EPR entanglement somewhat
more diult sine standard homodyne detetors annot
be used. We note that the onjugate quadratures un-
der interrogation of the two beams need not be deteted
diretly; it sues to onstrut a proper linear ombina-
tion of the quadratures, e.g. xˆA + xˆB and Ŷ A − Ŷ B.
In Silberhorn et al. (2001) a 50/50 beam splitter (on
whih the two supposedly entangled beams were inter-
fering) followed by diret detetion of the output beams
and eletroni subtration of the generated photourrents
was used to onstrut the appropriate phase quadrature
ombination demonstrating the phase quadrature or-
relations. Diret detetion of the EPR beam was em-
ployed to measure the amplitude quadrature orrelations
(see also referenes Glökl et al. (2006, 2004)). Based
on these measurements a degree of non-separability of
D = 0.40 was demonstrated (without orreting for de-
tetion losses). The symmetry of the entangled beams
allowed one to infer from this number the degree of EPR
violation, whih was found to be E2 = 0.64± 0.08.
The degree of entanglement as well as the purity of the
EPR state generated in this experiment were partly lim-
ited by an eet referred to as guided aousti wave Bril-
louin sattering (GAWBS) (Shelby et al. (1985)), whih
ours unavoidably in standard bers. This proess man-
ifests itself through thermally exited phase noise reso-
nanes ranging in frequeny from a few megahertz up to
some gigahertz and with intensities that sales linearly
with the pump power and the ber length. The noise
is redued by ooling the ber (Shelby et al. (1986)), us-
ing intense pulses (Shelby et al. (1990)) or by interfer-
ene of two onseutive pulses whih have aquired iden-
tial phase noise during propagation (Shirasaki and Haus
(1992)). Reently it was suggested that the use of ertain
photoni rystal bers an redue GAWBS (Elser et al.
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(2006)). Stokes parameter entanglement has been gen-
erated exploiting the Kerr eet in bers using a pulsed
pump soure (Glökl et al. (2003)). A reent experiment
(Huntington et al. (2005)) has shown that adjaent side-
band modes (with respet to the optial arrier) of a
single squeezed beam possess quadrature entanglement.
However in both experiments the EPR inequality was not
violated, partly due to the lak of quantum orrelations
and partly due to the extreme degree of exess noise pro-
dued from the above mentioned sattering eets.
B. Parametri amplier experiment
An alternative approah, whih does not involve
GAWBS, is the use of pulsed down-onversion. Here one
an either ombine two squeezed pulses from a degen-
erate down-onversion proess, or else diretly generate
orrelated pulses using non-degenerate down-onversion.
In these experiments, the main limitations are disper-
sion (Raymer et al. (1991)) and absorption in the nonlin-
ear medium. Wenger et al. (2005) produed pulsed EPR
beams, using a traveling-wave optial parametri ampli-
er pumped at 423 nm by a frequeny doubled pulsed
Ti:Sapphire laser beam. Due to the high peak powers
of the frequeny doubled pulses as well as the partiular
hoie of a highly non-linear optial material (KNBO3),
the use of a avity was irumvented despite the fat that
a very thin (100 µm) rystal was employed. A thin rys-
tal was hosen in order to enable broadband phase math-
ing, thus avoiding group-veloity mismath. The output
of the parametri amplier was then a pulsed two-mode
squeezed vauum state with a pulse duration of 150 fs
and a repetition rate of 780 kHz.
In ontrast to the NOPA used by Ou et al. (1992),
whih was non-degenerate in polarization, the proess
used by Wenger et al. was driven in a spatially non-
degenerate onguration so the signal and idler beams
were emitted in two dierent diretions. In this experi-
ment the entanglement was witnessed by mixing the two
EPR beams with a relative phase shift of φ at a 50/50
beam splitter and then monitoring one output using a
homodyne detetor. Setting φ = 0 and φ = pi, the om-
binations xˆA+ xˆB and Ŷ A− Ŷ B were onstruted. They
measured a non-separability of D = 0.7 (without or-
reting for detetor losses). Furthermore the noise of the
individual EPR beams were measured and all entries of
the ovariane matrix were estimated (assuming no inter-
and intra-orrelations).
Without orreting for detetor ineienies we de-
due that the EPR paradox was not demonstrated in this
experiment sine the produt of the onditional varianes
amounts to E2 = 1.06. However, by orreting for dete-
tor losses as done in the paper by Wenger et al., the EPR
paradox was indeed ahieved sine in this ase the EPR-
produt is E2 = 0.83, although ausal separation was not
demonstrated. A degenerate waveguide tehnique, to-
gether with a beam-splitter, was reently used to demon-
strate pulsed entanglement using a traveling wave OPA
(Zhang et al. (2007)).
A distint dierene between the two pulsed EPR
experiments, apart from the non-linearity used, is the
method by whih the data proessing was arried out.
In the experiment by Silberhorn et al. (2001) , measure-
ments were performed in the frequeny domain similar to
the previously disussed CW experiments: The quantum
noise properties were haraterized at a spei Fourier
omponent within a narrow frequeny band, typially
in the range 100-300 kHz. The frequeny bandwidth
of the detetion system was too small to resolve su-
essive pulses, whih arrived at the detetor with a fre-
queny of 163 MHz. In the experiment of Wenger et al.,
however, the repetition rate was muh lower (780kHz),
whih failitated the detetion stage and onsequently al-
lowed for temporally-resolved measurements around DC
(Smithey et al. (1992, 1993)).
IX. SPIN EPR AND ATOMS
Experimental realizations of the paradox with mas-
sive partiles are important, both due to their lose-
ness in spirit with the original EPR proposal, and be-
ause suh massive entities ould reasonably be onsid-
ered more losely bound to the onept of loal realism
than elds. To date, experimental tests of the EPR para-
dox with massive partiles have been limited to situa-
tions of small spatial separation. However, the tehnol-
ogy required to generate, manipulate, and interrogate
non-lassial states of massive systems has undergone
rapid development over the past deade. These often in-
volve spin-equivalent versions of the EPR paradox with
spin quantum numbers muh larger than one half. A
spin-one (four-partile) Bell inequality violation of a type
predited by Drummond (1983) was observed experimen-
tally by Howell et al. (2002). Criteria for observing a spin
EPR paradox and the experimental test of Bowen et al.
(2002a) have been disussed in Setion IV.B.
Many theoretial proposals and experimental teh-
niques to entangle pairs of atoms and atomi ensem-
bles have been developed (Cira et al. (1997)). The ore
tehnologies involved range from single neutral atoms
trapped in high-Q optial miroresonators and manipu-
lated with optial pulses (Kimble (1998); MKeever et al.
(2003)), to multiple ions trapped in magneti traps with
interation ahieved through vibrational modes, to opti-
ally dense ensembles of atoms (Julsgaard et al. (2001,
2004); Kuzmih et al. (2000); Polzik (1999)).
Future experiments on ultra-old atoms may involve
diret entanglement of the atomi position. Possi-
ble experimental systems were reently analyzed by
Fedorov et al. (2006), for pairs of massive or massless
partiles. Another approah for EPR measurements is to
use orrelated atom-laser beams generated from mole-
ular dissoiation (Kheruntsyan et al. (2005)). This pro-
posal involves marosopi numbers of massive partiles,
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together with superpositions of dierent spatial mass-
distributions. Entanglement of this type therefore ould
test the uniation of quantum theory with gravity.
Here we fous on experiments based on atomi ensem-
bles, whih have shown the most promise for tests of
the EPR paradox. In these, a weak atom-light inter-
ation is used to generate a oherent exitation of the
spin state of a large number of atoms within the en-
semble.Through appropriate optial manipulation, both
squeezing and entanglement of this olletive maro-
sopi spin state have been demonstrated (Geremia et al.
(2004); Hald et al. (1999); Kuzmih et al. (2000, 1997)),
as well as entanglement of spatially separated atomi
ensembles (Chaneliére et al. (2005); Chou et al. (2005);
Julsgaard et al. (2004); Matsukevih et al. (2006)).
Deoherene is a ritial fator whih limits the ability
to generate squeezing and entanglement in atomi sys-
tems. One might expet that sine spin-squeezed and
entangled atomi ensembles ontain a large number N
of atoms, the deoherene rate of suh systems would
sale as Nγ where γ is the single atom deay rate. In-
deed, this is the ase for other multi-partile entangled
states suh as Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger entanglement
(Greenberger et al. (1989)). However, a ritial feature
of these olletive spin states is that exitation due to in-
teration with light is distributed symmetrially amongst
all of the atoms. This has the onsequene that the sys-
tem is robust to deay (or loss) of single atoms. Conse-
quently, the deoherene rate has no dependene on N
and is equal to the single photon deay rate γ (Lukin
(2003)). Several experimental tehniques have been de-
veloped to further redue the deoherene rate. These
inlude the use of buer gases (Phillips et al. (2001)) and
paran oatings (Julsgaard et al. (2001)) in room tem-
perature vapor ells to respetively minimize ollisions
between atoms and the eet of wall ollisions; and the
use of old atoms in magneto-opti traps (Geremia et al.
(2004)). These tehniques have lead to long deoherene
times of the order of 1 ms for the olletive spin states.
A. Transfer of optial entanglement to atomi ensembles
The work of Polzik (1999) showed that the optial en-
tanglement generated by a parametri osillator, as de-
sribed in Setion VII ould be transferred to the olle-
tive spin state of a pair of distant atomi ensembles. This
researh built on earlier work fousing on the transfer of
optial squeezing to atomi spin states (Kuzmih et al.
(1997)). In both ases, however, at least 50% loss was
introdued due to spontaneous emission. As disussed in
Setion V, the EPR paradox annot be tested when sym-
metri losses that exeed 50%. Therefore, the proposal
of Polzik (1999) is not immediately suitable for tests of
the EPR paradox. Extensions of this work have shown
that by plaing the atomi ensemble within an optial
resonator, the quantum state transfer an be enhaned
so that tests of the EPR paradox should be possible
(Dantan et al. (2003); Verna et al. (2001)).
The rst experimental demonstration of quantum state
transfer from the polarization state of an optial eld to
the olletive spin state of an atomi ensemble was per-
formed by Hald et al. (1999). They demonstrated trans-
fer of as muh as -0.13 dB of squeezing to an ensemble of
109 old atoms in a magneto-opti trap. The extension
of these results to pairs of spatially separated entangled
ensembles has yet to be performed experimentally.
B. Conditional atom ensemble entanglement
The other approah to experimental demonstration
of olletive spin entanglement in atomi ensembles is
to rely on onditioning measurements to prepare the
state (Chou et al. (2005); Julsgaard et al. (2004)). This
approah has the advantage of not requiring any non-
lassial optial resoures. Kuzmih et al. (2000) per-
formed an experiment that was based on a ontinuous
quantum non-demolition (QND) measurement of the z
spin projetion of a room temperature ensemble of spin-
polarized Cesium atoms in a paran-oated glass ell and
demonstrated 5.2 dB of olletive spin squeezing. A sub-
sequent experiment along theses lines by Geremia et al.
(2004) utilized ontrol tehniques to further enhane the
generation of QND based olletive spin squeezing. The
denition of olletive spin in extended atomi systems of
this type is disussed in Drummond and Raymer (1991).
In a major advane, olletive spin entanglement was
generated by Julsgaard et al. (2001) using tehniques
similar to the QND measurements above. They inter-
ated a pulse of light with two spatially separated spin-
polarized atomi ensembles in paran-oated glass ells,
and performed a nonloal Bell measurement on the ol-
letive spin through detetion of the transmitted pulse.
This onditioned the state of the atomi ensembles into
a olletive entangled state of the type required to test
the EPR paradox. They report that if utilised in a unity
gain oherent state teleportation experiment, this atomi
entanglement ould allow a delity as high as 0.55. This
orresponds to an inseparability value of D = 0.82, whih
is well below 1 (indiating entanglement), but is not suf-
ient for a diret test of the EPR paradox.
Reently, tehniques to ondition the spin state of
atomi ensembles have been developed based on the de-
tetion of stimulated Raman sattering. These teh-
niques have signiant potential for quantum informa-
tion networks (Duan et al. (2001)) and are also apable
of generating a olletive entangled state of the form re-
quired to test the EPR paradox. The experiment by
Kuzmih et al. (2003) demonstrated non-lassial orre-
lations between pairs of time-separated photons emitted
from a Cs ensemble in a magneto-optial trap. Through
the detetion of the seond photon the atomi ensemble
was onditioned into a non-lassial state. The priniple
of the experiment by van der Wal et al. (2003) was the
same. However, a Rb vapor ell with buer gas was used,
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and eld quadratures were deteted rather than single
photons. This experiment demonstrated joint-squeezing
of the output elds from the ensemble, implying the pres-
ene of olletive spin squeezing within the ensemble.
Entanglement between two spatially separate ensembles
has now been demonstrated based on the same priniples
(Chou et al. (2005); Matsukevih et al. (2006)).
X. APPLICATION OF EPR ENTANGLEMENT
Entanglement is a entral resoure in many quantum
information protools. A review of the ontinuous vari-
able quantum information protools has been given by
Braunstein and van Look (2005). In this setion, we
fous on three ontinuous-variable quantum information
protools that utilize shared EPR entanglement between
two parties. They are entanglement-based quantum key
distribution, quantum teleportation and entanglement
swapping. We disuss the relevane of the EPR paradox
in relation to its use as a gure of merit for haraterizing
the eay of eah of these protools.
A. Entanglement-based quantum key-distribution
In quantum key distribution (QKD), a sender, Al-
ie, wants to ommuniate with a reeiver, Bob, in se-
rey. They ahieve this by rst ooperatively nding a
method to generate a seret key that is uniquely shared
between the two of them. One this key is suessfully
generated and shared, messages an be enrypted using
a one-time-pad algorithm and ommuniation between
them will be absolutely seure. Figure 3 shows that the
EPR paradox an be demonstrated when Alie and Bob
get together to perform onditional variane measure-
ments of the quadrature amplitudes of a pair of entangled
beams. The produt of the onditional varianes of both
quadrature amplitudes gives the degree of EPR entangle-
ment. Sine EPR entangled beams annot be loned, it
has been proposed by Reid (2000) and Silberhorn et al.
(2002) that the sharing of EPR entanglement between
two parties an be used for QKD.
In order to use the EPR entanglement for QKD, we
assume that the entanglement generation is performed
by Alie. Alie keeps one of the entangled beams and
transmits the other to Bob. It is therefore reasonable to
assume that Alie's measurements on her beam has neg-
ligible loss by setting ηA = 1 whilst Bob's measurements
are lossy due to the long distane transmission of entan-
glement with ηB < 1. With Alie and Bob both ran-
domly swithing their quadrature measurement between
amplitude (XA for Alie andXB for Bob) and phase (Y A
for Alie and Y B for Bob), the seret key for the ryp-
tographi ommuniation is obtained from the quantum
utuations of the EPR entanglement when there is an
agreement in their hosen quadrature.
Sine the results of measurements between Alie and
Bob are never perfetly idential, Alie and Bob are re-
quired to reonile the results of their measurements.
Conventionally, it was assumed that Bob is required to
guess Alie's measured values. The net information rate
for QKD, as suggested by Csiszár and Körner (1978), is
given by
∆I =
1
2
log2
(
V XA|EV
Y
A|E
V XA|BV
Y
A|B
)
(37)
where V XA|B = ∆
2
infX
A
and V YA|B = ∆
2
infY
A
are the
onditional varianes dened in Setion IV.C for infer-
enes made about A from B, and where V X,YA|E is al-
ulated by assuming that an eavesdropper Eve has a-
ess to all of the quantum orrelations resulting from
transmission losses. When the net information rate is
positive, ∆I > 0, a seret key an be generated be-
tween Alie and Bob. The onditional variane produt
VA|B = ∆
2
infX
A∆2infY
A
an be written:
VA|B =
[
V XA −
∣∣〈xˆB, xˆA〉∣∣2
V XB
]V YA −
∣∣∣〈Ŷ B, Ŷ A〉∣∣∣2
V YB

(38)
Here we dene V XA,B = ∆
2XA,B, and V YA,B = ∆
2Y A,B.
We note from Fig. 4 that VA|B > 1 for ηB < 0.5. This
suggests that Alie and Bob an no longer share EPR
entanglement for larger than 3 dB transmission loss. This
loss limit is referred to as the 3 dB limit for QKD.
If on the other hand, Alie was to infer Bob's measured
results, the relevant EPR measure and net information
rate are respetively given by
VB|A =
[
V XA −
∣∣〈xˆB , xˆA〉∣∣2
V XA
]V YB −
∣∣∣〈Ŷ B, Ŷ A〉∣∣∣2
V YA

∆I =
1
2
log2
(
V XB|EV
Y
B|E
V XB|AV
Y
B|A
)
(39)
Fig. 4 suggests that it is possible to have VB|A ≤ 1 and
∆I > 0 for all values of 0 < ηB < 1. Entanglement
an thus exist over long distanes and the 3 dB limit for
entanglement-based QKD an be surpassed.
The advantage gained by reversing the inferene,
known as reverse reoniliation, was rst reognized by
Grosshans et al. (2003). It an be simply understood
as follows. When Bob and Eve both attempt to infer
the information Alie sent using their respetive mea-
surements, a greater than 50% loss where ηB < 0.5 will
give Eve an irreoverable information advantage over Bob
sine one has to assume that Eve somehow has aess to
more than 50% of the information. In reverse reonil-
iation, Alie and Eve will both attempt to infer Bob's
results. Sine Alie's entanglement is assumed to be loss-
less (ηA = 1), she maintains her information advantage
relative to Eve, who only has partial information that is
at most proportional to transmission losses.
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B. Quantum Teleportation and Entanglement Swapping
θ
BSAlice
LO
+/-
EPR
Source
BS
+/-
(XA±gXB)
(YA±gYB)
or
gVictor
LO
+/-
θ
BS
AM
PM
ψin
Bob
EPR
Source
ψout
Figure 8 (Color online) Shemati of quantum teleportation
and entanglement swapping. In teleportation, Alie and Bob
share a pair of entangled beams. |ψin〉 is the input state Alie
teleports to Bob. The use of eletro-opti feedforward on both
the amplitude and phase quadrature on Bob's entangled beam
produes an output state |ψout〉 whih he measures using opti-
al homodyne detetion, as in Fig. 3. In entanglement swap-
ping, Alie and Vitor also share a pair of entangled beams.
Alie uses her share of this pair as the input state |ψin〉. The
teleportation protool is again performed. Vitor veries the
eay of entanglement swapping using onditional variane
measurements of his entangled beam with Bob's teleportation
output beam. The elements are: beam splitters BS, loal
osillator LO, phase shift θ, dierene/ sum urrents +/−.
Semiirles are photodiodes, while triangles show eletroni
gain.
Quantum teleportation is a three stage protool that
enables a sender, Alie, to transmit a quantum state to
a reeiver, Bob, without a diret quantum hannel. Fig.
8 gives the shemati of the protool. Alie rst makes
simultaneous measurements of a pair of onjugate observ-
ables of an unknown quantum state, |ψ〉, by interfering
the unknown quantum state with one of the entangled
beam pairs she shares with Bob. She then transmits both
her measured results to Bob using two lassial hannels.
Using the other entangled beam, Bob reonstruts the
quantum state by manipulation of the other entangled
beam, using the lassial information obtained from Al-
ie. In an ideal situation, the output state of Bob will
be an exat replia of the unknown input state sent by
Alie. This form of remote ommuniation of quantum
information using only entanglement and lassial infor-
mation was proposed by Bennett et al. (1993) for dis-
rete variables. A year later, Vaidman (1994) extended
this idea to allow for ontinuous-variable systems, suh
as the teleportation of position and momentum of a par-
tile or the quadrature amplitudes of a laser beam. Fur-
ther work on ontinuous-variable quantum teleportation
by Braunstein and Kimble (1998) and Ralph and Lam
(1998) shows that quantum teleportation an indeed be
demonstrated using nite squeezing and entanglement.
For realisti experimental demonstration of
ontinuous-variable quantum teleportation, the out-
put state annot be idential to the teleporter input
beause of the nite quantum orrelations available in
experimentally produed squeezing and entanglement.
A well aepted measure of teleportation eay is the
overlap of the wavefuntion of the output state with the
original input state. The teleportation delity is given
by F = 〈ψin|ρ̂out|ψin〉 where ρ̂out is the density operator
of the output state. Ideally, quantum teleportation an
give a delity of unity. For a Gaussian distribution of o-
herent states, with mean photon number n, the average
delity using lassial measure and regenerate strategies
is limited to F < (n + 1)/(2n + 1) (Hammerer et al.
(2005). In the limit of large photon number, one obtains
F < 0.5, ommonly referred to as the lassial limit
for delity. Experiments with teleportation delity sur-
passing this limit were demonstrated by Furusawa et al.
(1998), Zhang et al. (2003a) and Bowen et al. (2003b).
More reently Grosshans and Grangier (2001) suggested
that for F > 2/3, Bob's output state from the teleporter
is the best reonstrution of the original input. Alie,
even with the availability of perfet entanglement,
annot onspire with another party to repliate a
better opy than what Bob has reonstruted. This
average delity value is referred to as the no-loning
limit for quantum teleportation. This limit has been
experimentally surpassed by Takei et al. (2005).
The use of delity for haraterizing teleportation has
limitations. Firstly, delity aptures only the mean value
behavior of the output state relative to the input. The
measure does not diretly guarantee that quantum u-
tuations of the input state are faithfully repliated. Se-
ondly, delity is an input-state dependent measure. In
theory, measurements of delity have to be averaged over
a signiant region of the quadrature amplitude phase
spae before the suggested bounds are valid lassial and
no-loning limits. Alternatively, Ralph and Lam (1998)
suggested that the measure of the EPR paradox an be
used to haraterize quantum teleportation. The tele-
portation eay an be measured in terms of the on-
ditional variane measure, V, and an additional informa-
tion transfer oeient, T, given by
VA|B =
[
V Xout −
|〈xˆin, xˆout〉|2
V Xin
]V Yout −
∣∣∣〈Ŷin, Ŷout〉∣∣∣2
V Yin

T =
RXout
RXin
+
RYout
RYin
. (40)
where R is the signal-to-noise variane ratio, and X , Y
are the quadratures for the respetive input and output
states. V is therefore a diret measure of the orrelations
of quantum utuations between the input and the out-
put state. T , on the other hand, measures the faithful
transfer of information of both quadrature amplitudes.
Without the use of shared entanglement, it an be shown
that quantum teleportation is limited to V ≥ 1 and T ≤ 1
(Bowen et al. (2003b); Ralph and Lam (1998)).
Unlike teleportation delity, it an be shown that these
T − V parameters are less dependent on input states.
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Their diret measurements does, however, pose some
problems. Sine the teleported input is invariably de-
stroyed by Alie's initial measurements, Bob annot in
real time diretly work out the onditional varianes of
his output state relative to the destroyed input. Never-
theless, by making a suitable assumption of the gain of
the teleporter, an inferred onditional variane produt
an be alulated.
The diulty in diretly measuring the onditional
variane produt is resolved when we onsider using a
beam from another entanglement soure as the input
state, as shown in Fig. 8. The teleported output of
this entangled beam an be interrogated by the T −V as
suggested. This protool is known as entanglement swap-
ping. The rst ontinuous variable entanglement swap-
ping experiment was reported by Takei et al. (2005).
XI. OUTLOOK
The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen gedanken-experiment
has been realized through a series of important develop-
ments, both theoretial and tehnologial. Experiments
have measured violation of the inferred Heisenberg un-
ertainty priniple, thus onrming EPR-entanglement.
Fig. 9 summarizes the degree of entanglement and the
degree of EPR paradox ahieved in ontinuous variable
experiments to date.
A question often arising is the utility of suh measure-
ments, given that Bell inequality violations are a more
powerful indiation of the failure of loal realism. There
are multiple reasons for this. The beauty of the EPR
approah is its simpliity, both from a theoretial and
a pratial point of view. Bell inequalities have proved
in reality exeedingly diult to violate. EPR measure-
ments with quadratures do not involve onditional state
preparation or the ineient detetors found in most ur-
rent photon-based Bell inequality experiments, and the
issue of ausal separation does not look insurmountable.
The development of these tehniques also represents a
new tehnology, with potential appliations in a number
of areas ranging from quantum ryptography and ultra-
preise measurements, through to innovative new exper-
imental demonstrations of ideas like quantum `telepor-
tation' - using entanglement and a lassial hannel for
transmission of quantum states between two loations.
Owing to Bell's theorem, Einstein et al.'s argu-
ment for ompleting quantum mehanis is sometimes
viewed as a mistake. Yet there exist alternatives
to standard quantum theory whih are not ruled out
by any Bell experiments. These inlude spontaneous
deoherene (Bassi and Ghirardi (2003); Ghirardi et al.
(1986)), gravitational nonlinearity (Diósi (2007); Penrose
(1998)), and absorber theories (Pegg (1997)). By using
eld-quadrature measurements and multi-partile states,
quantum theory and its alternatives an be tested for in-
reasingly marosopi systems (Marshall et al. (2003)).
However, an ingredient entral to the EPR argument,
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Figure 9 a) A history of experiments investigating measure
of: a) E2, the EPR paradox (Eq. (23)) and b) insepa-
rability D (Eqs. (34) and (21)), for ontinuous variable
measurements. Where D < 0.5, one an infer an EPR
paradox, using E ≤ 2D (Setion VI). The grey labels in
(a) indiate that E2 has not been measured diretly, but
is inferred by the authors. From (b) we see that an EPR
paradox ould have been inferred in other experiments as
well. (i) Ou et al. (1992), (ii) Zhang et al. (2000))[Inferred
from a variane produt measurement℄, (iii) Silberhorn et al.
(2001), (iv) Julsgaard et al. (2001), (v) Shori et al. (2002),
(vi) Bowen et al. (2002b), (vii) Bowen et al. (2003a),
(viii) Glökl et al. (2003), (ix) Josse et al. (2004), (x)
Hayasaka et al. (2004), (xi) Takei et al. (2005), (xii)
Laurat et al. (2005), (xiii) Wenger et al. (2005), (xiv)
Huntington et al. (2005), (xv) Villar et al. (2005), (xvi)
Nandan et al. (2006), (xvii) Jing et al. (2006), (xviii)
Takei et al. (2006), (xix ) ihiro Yoshino et al. (2007),
(xx ) Zhang et al. (2007), (xx i) Dong et al. (2007), (xxii)
Keller et al. (2008), (xxiii) Grosse et al. (2008), (xxiv)
Wagner et al. (2008), (xxv) Boyer et al. (2008). Insepara-
bility has also been veried using other measures, suh as
negativity (Ourjoumtsev et al. (2007)).
ausal separation of measurement events, is missing from
these experiments to date. In view of this, further EPR
experiments are of onsiderable interest, espeially with
ausal separation and/or massive partiles.
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